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The Scanmaskin 18 and Scan Combiflex 330RS are two very robust,
versatile and effective machines, designed for all types of floors and
surfaces. It’s easy to change between diamond tools or sandpaper to
suit your needs. Both units offer variable speed control and are easy
to transport when separated into two pieces. In addition, the 330RS
can easily be configured as a standup edge grinder.

SCAN
COMBIFLEX 330RS
Voltage: 110-120 V 1 ~
Motor Power: 1,1 kW
Current: 15 Amp
Frequency: 60 Hz
Grinding speed: 150-400 rpm
Grinding disc: 1 x 330 mm / 13”
Grinding width: 330 mm / 13”
Weight: 70 kg / 154 lbs.
Other: Variable speed control
& edge grinding

SCANMASKIN18
Voltage: 110-120 V 1 ~
Motor Power: 1,1 kW
Current: 15 Amp
Frequency: 60 Hz
Grinding speed: 200-500 rpm
Grinding disc: 3 x 150 mm / 3 x 6”
Grinding width: 450 mm / 18”
Weight: 95 kg / 210 lbs
Other: Variable speed control
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Words from the IACDS President

“LIFE IS WHAT
YOU MAKE IT”
Up for the Global Sales
of Construction Machinery
Dear Readers
The northern hemisphere is back in business after weeks of vacation while the
southern hemisphere has been coping, in some places, with a tough winter. It
has been reported that the capital of Chile, Santiago, has had the worst snowfall
in decades. Even though Chile has a tough climate in the southern parts and in
the mountains it is rare to have snow on the coast.
Talking of weather, the hurricane Harvey has been terrorising people in
some of the Southern states of US. Similar disasters have happened in parts of
Asia with huge floods affecting millions of people. In the south of Europe people
have suffered from the heatwave phenomena Lucifer. Something is indeed going
on with the climate around the globe these days.
But what is the temperature of the global construction industry? Quite
okay I think, if we are to believe the analysts. The UK’s Off-Highway Research
organisation estimates that global construction equipment sales will increase by
16% during 2017. They add that worldwide sales are expected to exceed 810,000
units in 2017, with a value of more than US$80bn (€67bn). Markets on almost
all continents are showing upturns lead by China. According to Off-Highway
Research excavator sales have almost doubled so far in 2017. Europe shows a
slight increase of 2% and the US 8%.
The only continent that does not show incurring figures is South America,
which is driven by Brazil that is the biggest economy. Brazil still has a long way
for an upturn in construction machinery sales. PDi and PDa South American
editor Luiz Carlos Beraldo is in this issue sharing a story about the Brazilian
construction industry where he interviews the Brazilian construction association
Sobratema’s vice president Mario Humberto Marques.
This issue of PDi contains a number of interesting stories and features. We
are publishing a large feature on new demolition attachments released or to be
released. We are also publishing a feature on new wheel loaders and trucks. There
are also interesting site reports along
with a presentation of Sweden‘s
largest demolition contractor. In
July the Italian demolition and
recycling attachment manufacturer
Trevi Benne celebrated its 25th anniversary and organised a big party
attended by over 1,500 people. PDi
was there and we publish a story
about the celebration. Additionally
there are a number of news releases
and other texts from the industry in
this issue. Enjoy!
Jan Hermansson
Editor-in-Chief
jan.hermansson@pdworld.com
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When it comes to the crunch, we are all
working as hard as we can to make sure the
businesses we have invested so much time
and energy in survive and grow.
I know it is not quite that simple, but
when you pare back everything you do, that
is the aim. If you wanted an easy life, you
would not be running a business, especially
in our sector. It is everything but easy.
You would not be employing staff,
worrying about human resources, health
and safety, pensions and the myriad of other
issues that running a business entails.
I know why I do it, because I love it.
As I have said before in this column and
elsewhere, I think concrete cutting and
diamond drilling are sexy and I cannot think
of another industry I would rather be in.
I have been asked, in recent weeks, to
speak at quite a few events to give my opinion on industry and leadership and how I
feel businesses can do more to bring through
apprentices, to show women that there is a
route into and through our sector and to
talk about business in general. My first, and
overriding message is you have to enjoy what
you do. Life is what you make it, whether
you are in business or not and if you are not
having fun, then find something else to do.
There is not a one-size-fits-all method
to achieving that aim of growing your business, but in this era of social media and of
digital communication, I think it is crucial to
remember that people still buy from people
and that relationships matter and maybe
now more than ever.
There are various aspects to how you
develop and build a relationship with a
customer, a supplier or an associate and it
is important to create trust from the outset.
I think that is true for every business, but I
believe in our sector it is absolutely vital. I
think, at times, we underestimate the importance of the work we do, probably because
we are so close to it.
So when I receive an email from a
client when we have just completed a job
that says how well it has gone, that says how
well our team has performed and that they
will be calling upon us again, I could not be
more satisfied. If it is a new client, we have
already built some trust. We might have
been recommended originally by a regular
customer, but that does not buy you instant
confidence from the new client, it just gets
your foot through the door.

So it is the way the team operates, the
level of service, the communication and ultimately getting the job done on time and on
budget that will stand you in good stead for
the future. It sounds simple but how many
companies do you know who spend fortunes
on consultants, strategists and systems in a
bid to grow their business, but actually do
not get the basics right?
As that trust builds with a new client
and as you increasingly become important
to their business, so much so that they feel
they couldn’t do their job without you, then
suddenly they will be recommending you to
others and the process begins again. They
might not, they might use you once and
you might not hear from them again. Until
a year, two years, ten years down the line and
they find themselves in the same situation
and they remember you did a great job for
them and get in touch again.
As I said before, I think in this day
and age, when everything is so instant, so
throwaway that those relationships that
you develop are more important than they
have ever been. Do not get me wrong, I use
social media, I push myself forward as an
industry spokesperson and I try to keep my
name out there wherever possible because
again, I am indirectly developing a relationship with clients and potential clients. ‘I
saw you on TV the other day Julie,” is how
conversations sometimes start, “it reminded
me, we’ve got quite a big job that we’d like
you to look at…’
Also, in my very early days of growing
my media persona, I was working really hard
to get in to speak to a senior figure at a very
big contractor in the UK, but I was struggling. I attended an event a few days after appearing on the BBC’s Breakfast News and he
made a beeline for me to say he’ had seen me
and could we chat about potential work. So
it was building a relationship indirectly but,
nevertheless, it was another great example of
people buying from people but rather than
face to face, he felt he had got to know me
through my media profile.
Ultimately, I want every piece of media,
every event I speak at and every tweet I send
to somehow have an impact on growing my
business because, as I said that is the aim.
But, having said all that, I would not do it
if I did not love it.
Julie White, President of IACDS

TROWEL SHINE

™

POWER TROWEL CONCRETE POLISHING SYSTEM

THE FASTEST WAY TO POLISH CONCRETE.
THE LOWEST COST PER SQUARE FOOT.

 TRANSFORM YOUR POWER TROWEL INTO A
PLANETARY GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINE

 IDEAL FOR INDUSTRIAL CONCRETE PROJECTS PLANTS, WAREHOUSES, BIG BOX STORES

 ROTATING HEAD TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES EVEN TOOL
WEAR AND PERFECT MACHINE BALANCE

 INCREDIBLY HIGH PRODUCTIVITY - OVER
10,000 SF PER HOUR PER GRIT

factory@superabrasive.com | www.superabrasive.com | www.trowelshine.com

EDA
Words from the EDA President

DON’T STOP
Following the summer break the European
Demolition Association returns to the
regular activity, focusing on the goals of
the future. As an association, the EDA
does not waste time reflecting on the last
milestone achieved, but runs towards
future goals with increased energy.
The roadmap for the remainder of
this year points toward the collaborative
marketing campaign “This is Demolition”,
launched at the DDR Forum & Expo
2017. This is the first global marketing
tool created by the industry to share the
work and contribution of our people to
society, to engage with the workers related
with demolition, decontamination and
recycling, and to improve the visibility of
the EDA and its members.
We would like to encourage a to visit
the dedicated page on the EDA website
and complete the form, letting us know
what demolition means to you: www.
europeandemolition.org/thisisdemolition
The EDA will take into consideration
the feedback received to produce focussed
deliverables that will help everyone involved in the industry to make a difference.
The campaigns aims to enhance the image
of the demolition industry and will fine
tune our sphere of activity to correlate with
modern times in which we work.
Our Statistics Working Group is
focussed on preparing the first phase of
the European Demolition Industry Report
2018. We realise that the 2017 edition was
only launched in June, however, the EDA
is ensuring the most up-to-date information is readily available to the industry.
The 2017 publication, which was
produced in ten languages and included
more visual graphics and comparisons of
the trends than in previous years, is up
available on request through the EDA
website. The 2016 and 2015 editions are
also available at: www.europeandemolition.org/industryreport
As part of the EDA’s future goals it is
working on the organization of the next
Annual Convention, to be held from 7th
to 9th June 2018 in Vienna. This event
promises to surpass all previous events
in many ways. Firstly, in 2018 the EDA
achieved the milestone of reaching 40
years since its foundation. To mark this
milestone there will be many special

surprises and recognitions for members
throughout the event.
Secondly, the topic for the Annual
Convention will not only be demolition
but also decontamination, which will
reinforce the idea expressed some years
ago that our industry cannot work alone
and that collaboration with other trades
is necessary to work towards a Circular
Economy.
Last, but not least, in June 2018, l
will complete my term of office as EDA
president, two years, which may be described as some of the most interesting and
challenging years in European History.

Successful US dealer
visit to Allu factory

Allu’s recently appointed North American soil
stabilization equipment distributor Equipment
Corporation of America has visited the Finnish
company’s manufacturing facilities.
Leading members of the ECA management team embarked on a visit to Finland to
see how the Allu equipment is manufactured
at first hand. During their stay they were able
to inspect the Allu factory and meet with Allu
management and staff. “We were delighted
to host our colleagues from ECA,” said Allu
marketing manager Marjut Lindroos. “During
our factory tour we were able to show ECA
that the Allu equipment is manufactured to
the very highest standards.”
ECA is a leading supplier of foundation
construction equipment in the Eastern US
and Eastern Canada for nearly a century. To
provide its customers with more advanced
equipment solutions, ECA expanded its offering to include the PMX Power Mixer and
PF Pressure Feeder Soil Stabilization Systems
from Allu. The agreement gives ECA exclusive

rights to sell and rent these systems in the
Eastern United States and Eastern Canadian
Provinces.
The components, including the pressure
feeder, power mixer, control system, and 3D
positioning system, collectively function with
an excavator to provide mass stabilization of
low quality soils. The process involves mixing binder into soft soils such as peat, clay,
sludge, and slurry to provide a stable layer
for access. It can also encapsulate and process
contaminated soils.
“Having ECA as the Allu stabilization
equipment distributor will provide end users
with the best service in the industry, specialized knowledge, and the finest equipment for
soil stabilization and remediation,” said Allu
North America president Edgar Chavez, “ECA
and Allu share the same values when it comes
to business ethics, customer satisfaction and
retention, so this is an excellent partnership
and we are excited to work with ECA as our
long-term partner.”

About EDA
The EDA was founded in 1978 and is the leading platform for national demolition associations, demolition
contractors and suppliers. The EDA has a strong focus
on developments in Europe, which are of interest to
the demolition industry.

info@europeandemolition.org
www.europeandemolition.org

Diaquip launches Diaquip India
Diaquip has chosen Samrat Dey Munshi to be
its allotted partner for India. “Diaquip provides
the strong brand and product quality needed in
this rapidly developing market and Samrat Dey
Munshi has demonstrated dedication, passion
and great understanding of the concrete cutting
market backed by enthusiastic sales ambition.”
Samrat Dey Munshi and his two partners
Chandan Sharma and Arunava Dey Munshi

visited Diaquip UK headquarters for the
introductory partner meeting, which included
presentations, market penetration discussions,
product and brand training and much more.
Diaquip India is anticipating fast growth
in the market, which will be made possible
through the support and experience afforded
by Diaquip UK.

www.diaquip.co.uk

Visa to use more Deutz engines
William Sinclair
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The German engine manufacturer Deutz and
the Italian Visa Group are expanding their supply agreement. In the future, the Italian generator set manufacturer with brands such as Onis
Visa, Nettuno and Tecno plus will use significantly more Deutz engines in its generator and
pumps portfolio. The agreement encompasses
the supply of B/FM 2011 and BFM 1013 diesel
engines with a power output range of 30kVA
to 250kVA for generator applications as well
as type B/FL2011 and air-cooled type 912/914
engines for water pumps. These engines are
ideal for use in the Middle East and Africa.
Under this supply agreement, Deutz
guarantees its trademark rapid, high-quality

service, provided through its global service
network for all Visa Group generator sets
and pumps that are fitted with Deutz engines.
“This agreement will help us to strengthen the
growth potential of our company,” said Visa
Group general manager Marco Barro. “We are
proud to be a partner of one of the world's
leading engine manufacturers.”
“We are delighted that Visa Group has
decided to use more Deutz engines in the
future and that our partnership will grow
substantially as a result,” said Deutz Europe,
Middle East and Africa sales and service senior
vice president Georg Diderich.

www.deutz.com

Chicago Pneumatic receives landmark order
for LED light towers in the Middle East
AEM appoints new
senior vice president

The Association of Equipment Manufacturers
(AEM) has appointed Curt Blades as senior
vice president, AG services. He replaces
Charlie O’Brien, who has retired, and will
be responsible for strategic direction of
agriculture programmes and services for the
AEM membership, and will serve as primary
liaison with ag-specific industry organizations,
customer gro and government agencies, both
in North America and worldwide.
“We are very pleased to welcome Curt
to the AEM team and look forward to the
expertise and enthusiasm he brings as he has
a strong agricultural and management background,” said AEM president Dennis Slater.
Blades served as Meredith Corporation
Group business development director and as
a member of the strategic leadership team for
Meredith Agrimedia business unit. In addition
to strategy, he has extensive experience in
management, marketing, sales and research.

Chicago Pneumatic has secured the sale of 25 of
its CPLT V15 LED LED light towers in Kuwait and
the first in the Middle East. Its distributor General
Transportation and Equipment Company will
supply the light towers for an oilfield construction
project being carried out by local contractor M/s.
Al-Yousifi Engineering and Construction.
GTE was originally asked to provide metal
halide light towers. However, due to the time
and cost-sensitive nature of the development,
GTE advised to consider more modern and
efficient LED models. “The CPLT V15 LED is

highly efficient, making it ideal for projects
requiring a large number of light towers,”
said GTE equipment sales manager Ejazul
Hassan. “With this model, users can save on
both fuel and maintenance costs. For instance,
the LED’s lifespan is 30,000h, compared to
6,000h provided by a metal halide bulb. This
means the CPLT V15 LED’s bulbs don’t need
to be replaced for approximately three years.”
Because of the harsh conditions that the
light towers are likely to encounter, the CPLT
V15 LED features a Polyethylene canopy

VDMA publishes new info brochure for users
To carry out core-drilling with optimum results
the equipment must be safely fastened. To give
users an idea of the ideal fastening system,
the core-drilling equipment working group
of the construction equipment and building material machinery association of the
German engineering federation, the VDMA,
has issued the information brochure entitled
"Safe fastening of core-drilling equipment"
in German and in English.
The relationship between the influencing
variables of machine and site conditions for
core-drilling work is complex. The materials
making up the ground are not homogenous
leads to varying strength characteristics. As
dowel manufacturers cannot provide universal

data regarding the dowel extraction force, it is
necessary to study and to contact all sources
and know-how providers for selecting the
most suitable fastening system. This may
include own best-practice experience, the
cooperation with dowel manufacturers or the
knowledge of the effects of all influencing variables mentioned in the information brochure.
“For this reason we cannot provide users with
a universal recipe," said VDMA representative
Helmut Schgeiner. "But what we can do is to
offer them for the first time compact information about all essential prerequisites for the
safe fastening of a core-drilling machine on
site which goes beyond the information contained in the operating instructions."

ALLU APPOINTS
NEW DISTRIBUTOR

Wacker Neuson
SE appoints new
chief executive
The Supervisory Board of Wacker Neuson SE
has appointed Martin Lehner as new chief
executive, replacing Cem Peksaglam.
Lehner has been a member of the Executive Board for 10 years, responsible for
research and development, procurement,
production and quality at Group level. Before
the merger between Wacker and Neuson in
2007, he was already a member of the managing board of Neuson Kramer Baumaschinen
from 1990 onwards and subsequently head
of the board.
For the time being, the Executive Board of
Wacker Neuson SE will comprise three members. Wilfried Trepels is currently responsible
for finance, auditing and IT, and Alexander
Greschner is responsible for sales, service,
logistics and marketing.

that protects vital internal components. This
ensures peak performance and optimises the
light tower’s lifespan and resale value. Not
only is the canopy durable, it also features
wide wing doors to allow easy maintenance
access to the machine.
In demanding conditions, the CPLT V15
LED enhances safety via its four heavy-duty
stabilisers and level indicator. The light tower’s
compact and lightweight design makes it easy
to move to or around site. It can also be transported with the mast in the vertical position.

The Finnish manufacture Allu has appointed
FRC Ingeneria as its new distributor throughout Colombia. The company will be supplying
a comprehensive range of Allu Transformer
attachments and providing aftermarket care,
spare parts and customer service.
The appointment reinforces Allu’s commitment to provide even greater levels of customer
focus. It further enhances locally focused customer support, whilst also enabling customers
to benefit from dealing with a global company.
FRC Ingeneria founded in 2003 and
based in Bogota, is well established, with
offices and workshops and service engineers
located throughout the country. Additionally,
when required FRC Ingeneria will be able to
call on round the clock support from Allu’s
regional office.
“We are sure that the combination of ALLU
equipment and global aftermarket support,
together with the local knowledge and industry
expertise of FRC Ingeneria, will enable Allu customers throughout Colombia to benefit from
a winning combination,” said FRC Ingeneria
group marketing manager Marjut Lindroos.
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Taking advantage of the information
provided in the brochure requires in-depth
knowledge in the field of applied machine
and fastening technologies. Manufacturers of core-drilling equipment, therefore,
advise users to have all decisions regarding
the method of fastening the equipment on
site taken only by adequately trained and
instructed personnel.
The suggestion that this leaflet should be
elaborated by the manufacturers came from
user. The project was accompanied by Professor Detlev Borstell of the University of Koblenz.
The 21-page brochure may be downloaded
from the VDMA website.

www.vdma.org

Atlas Copco
opens new South
Carolina facility

New Appointment
The National Federation of Demolition Contractors president Paul J Brown welcomed new
National Demolition Training Group operations
manager, Martin Morrell in July. “Martin is an
excellent choice for us, as he has both the skills
and fortitude to help us raise the profile of the
NDTG through the development and delivery
of specialised training solutions,” said Brown.
Morrell worked for over 15 years as
the Construction Industry Training Board as
specialist training advisor in the demolition
sector. “I am delighted to be working with
the NDTG,” said Morrell. “My aim is to use
my knowledge of the sector to work closely
with the demolition industry, understanding
and fulfilling their training needs and ensuring
that the NDTG is the provider of first choice in
the demolition industry.”

Atlas Copco has opened a new $25M (€22M)
production facility in the US at Rock Hill, South
Carolina to enhance its support for the North
American construction market. The 18,300m2
plant, which replaces the company’s original
facility in Rock Hill, serves as the production
and assembly facility for Atlas Copco’s North
American Construction Technique division
manufacturing generators, portable compressors and other equipment.
The opening, attended by about 400
employees and guest, featured a VIP tour,
ribbon-cutting and presentations by, of Atlas
Copco president and chief executive Mats
Rahmstrom, Atlas Copco Portable Energy
division president Peter Lauwers and Atlas
Copco Construction Technique Business Area
president Andrew Walker.
“This is a landmark day for Atlas Copco in
the US,” said Atlas Copco US president Scott
Carnell. “The new facility strengthens our
commitment to producing superior equipment
and customer support and it aligns perfectly
with our mission of sustainable productivity.”

Durable Performance
Increase the capabilities of your concrete cutting toolbox. Operate a full range of Pentruder High Frequency
equipment simply by connecting the same Pentpak, remote control, motor, and cables to a wall saw, a wire
saw or a heavy duty core drill.
All Pentruder equipment is Made in Sweden. We produce precision parts in-house, from the best materials, in state of the art production machines.
With over 35 years of experience from designing concrete cutting equipment, we know how to build high performance, durable systems.
Visit our website for more information www.pentruder.com
Or check out our facebook page www.facebook.com/pentruder or Instagram pentruder_official

Designed and manufactured by:
Tractive AB I Gjutargatan 54 I 78170 Borlänge I Sweden
Tel: +46 (0)243 221155 I Fax: +46 (0)243 221180
E-mail: info@tractive.se I www.pentruder.com

Hilti receives
Red Dot awards
Prinoth appoints
new dealer
The Canadian tracked vehicle manufacturer
Prinoth has appointed CG Equipment based in
Southern Ontario, Canada as its latest dealer
for the country.
CG Equipment has been added to represent the Panther line in Ontario where there
is an influx of activity. Well established as a
construction dealer, CG Equipment will service
the province’s various markets, as well as
other off-road projects and industries.
Having announced many new partners in
the past few months, Prinoth reports the number of new dealers representing them throughout North America has grown significantly since
the beginning of 2017. “Pipeline construction
for oil and gas is certainly on the increase,”
said Prinoth sales director Doug Little. “There
are many external reasons that generate this
level of interest in Prinoth’s products but our
technology combined with the outstanding
quality and reliability of our platform, are two
qualities we feel dealers are seeking when
selecting new product lines to take on.”

MB Crushers distribution
to Q-Fab in Qatar
The Italian company MB Crusher has appointed
Q-Fab - Qatar Welding & Fabrication Supplies
as exclusive distributor for Qatar. “We’re very
pleased to have confirmed this agreement,”
said MB Crusher Middle East and Africa deputy
general manager Najmeddine Sahraoui. “We
are confident that this partnership will capture
more opportunities in the market and will provide enhanced services to meet our customers’
requirements”.
Under the distribution arrangement, Q-Fab
will sell, service and support in the region,
the complete MB Crusher range of crusher
and screening buckets, sorting grapples and
drum cutters. “Our company was established
in 1996 and it’s fully equipped in terms of
market and product knowledge and operational
excellence to service MB Crusher’s customers,”
said Q-Fab head of sales Mohamed Al Mrayat.
“We are very delighted with the MB Crushers
appointment. Our common goal is focused on
improving the market support and servicing our
customers to the highest level of satisfaction”.

Solar powered facility
for Husqvarna Group
Husqvarna Group is building its first solar
power generating facility at its current site
in Nashville, Arkansas, US. The new plant
is expected to reduce the carbon dioxide
footprint by approximately 1,000t in the first
year of operation and approximately 25,000t
over the expected 25 year life of the factory.
The solar power generation plant has
capacity of 1.3MW, allowing Husqvarna
Group to increase its share of electricity from renewable sources of energy. “At
Husqvarna Group we are serious about
contributing to a low-carbon future and a
more sustainable society,” said Husqvarna
Group operations senior vice president

Valentin Dahlhaus. “Sustainovate is our
approach to integrating sustainability into
our business. Earlier this year we committed
to reduce our CO2 emissions by a third by
2035 compared to 2015. This onsite solar
power installation will generate about
25% of the annual power required by the
Nashville facility. The Nashville initiative is
an important example of how we are putting Sustainovate into action.”
The construction will begin in the third
quarter of 2017, and is projected to be
operational by the end of the year. The
solar generating system is scalable and has
the potential to be expanded in the future.

Consolidation of Husqvarna
Construction's operations
Husqvarna Construction is thought to be a
market leader in the preparing and polishing concrete floors following the recent
acquisitions of Diamond Tool Supply, Pullman
Ermator and HTC. The company intends to
implement structural changes to enhance customer support, better co-ordinate operations
and to support an acceleration of investments
for growth.
“We are highly committed to invest and
grow in this attractive market segment and
provide the best total solution for our customers. Our strategy is to accelerate growth
by increasing investments, predominantly in
sales, service and product development,” said
Husqvarna Construction Division president
Henric Andersson. “To help fund these growth
initiatives and better co-ordinate our opera-

tions overall we intend to implement some
structural changes to increase our capabilities
and to realize synergies.”
Husqvarna Construction will continue to
apply a multi-brand strategy, but to a larger
extent leveraging on the existing global backend infrastructure to increase efficiency and
capabilities. The proposed changes will put 50
employees at risk, including closure of Pullman
Ermator’s sites in Smedjebacken, Sweden and
Tampa, Florida, US.
The total cost for the changes is estimated
to be approximately SEK 65M ( 6.8M). The
majority of these costs will be charged
against the Construction Division’s operating
income in the third quarter of 2017, and the
remainder in the fourth quarter, and have an
estimated 18 to 24 months’ pay-back.

Hilti received several product innovation prizes
at the recent Red Dot Awards ceremony in
Essen, Germany. These included the new RC
4/36-DAB radio charger, which generates a
high level of sound and plays Smartphone
music playlists, music from other mobile players or from streaming services via integrated
Bluetooth interface. The radio is also a charger
for all Hilti batteries. In addition to being
powered by mains electricity, it also operates
on battery power.
In addition the Hilti TE-XY hammer drill bit
was also cited for design excellence. It has a
higher resistance to wear, thanks to the solid
carbide head with four cutting edges and a
four-flute helix. The latest generation of the
TE 60-ATC/AVR combi hammer, which has improved drilling and chiselling performance as
well as the trusted user safety features active
vibration reduction active torque control, was
also acknowledged with an award.
Additional Red Dot Awards went to the TE
3-M rotary hammer, which includes functions
for hammer drilling, drilling without hammering action and chiselling, making it suitable
for numerous applications, and the SID
8-A22 cordless impact driver, which includes
a hammering mechanism and electronics
designed for heavy-duty screw driving and
drilling in wood.

Keltbray appoints
innovation director
In the UK Keltbray Group, has appointed
Michael Pelken as Innovation and Research
and Development director. This is a newly
created role to help Keltbray capture, harness and promote research and development
across the Group.
“Based on his track record in awardwinning patent development in design, architecture, engineering, and construction, we are
confident Michael can help us build on and
further develop our innovative and competitive edge both internally and externally,” said
Keltbray Group chief executive Brendan Kerr.
Pelken has extensive experience working
on projects ranging from industrial design to
large scale architectural structures and has
practiced in Germany, Italy, the UK, US and
China. His work has been widely published
and exhibited, and he is a sought after keynote
speaker both in the UK and abroad.
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NO MORE

“KNOCKING DOWN”
The reasons are many as breakers cause more vibration,
more noise; more dust and the structures are now more
complex, which calls for other types of tools. Also much
of the separation of materials and the recycling is often
done on site and is possible with current hydraulic
demolition attachments.

We used to call it ‘knocking down a building’ when demolishing
a structure. Now it is less and less common to see a building
being knocked down with a hydraulic breaker. A whole range
of demolition attachments is replacing breakers. PDi’s Jan
Hermansson reports.

Green Attachments
A new player in the demolition attachments business is
the Finnish manufacturer Green Attachments, located
in Lahti and founder by chief executive Benjamin Pitkäsalo. Although the company was formed quite recently
the employees have a long experience from developing
and manufacturing demolition attachments and also
hydraulic breakers.
Green Attachments is part of the Finnish Cleantech
group of companies and has created a range of solutions
for demolition and recycling. With a huge experience
of designing and selling different attachments, the
company is building a network of distributors in Europe
and providing fast deliveries for international customers. The company has an OEM range of attachments
for excavators and wheel loaders, including hydraulic
breakers, demolition and sorting grapples, demolition
crushers and pulverisers. All products and spare parts
are available on the company’s web based store. The
core value of the company is to boost green values in a
sustainable way, recycling can be both productive and
efficient to the client and to the environment.
Two examples of new products are the RV rotating
pulverisers and the GR demolition grapples. Yellow line

RV hydraulic rotating pulverisers have been designed for
primary and secondary demolition applications. The
Yellow RV pulverisers are able to perform all demolition
tasks and separate reinforcement steel at ground level.
RV hydraulic rotating pulverisers have been manufactured entirely from Hardox 400 and have a regenerative circuit valve for fast jaw movement. Cylinders are
reversed to protect the piston rod.
The Yellow line GR grapples have been designed for
all demolition and recycling applications. They have a
hydraulic motor for positioning and many jaw options.

Atlas Copco
Atlas Copco’s new Concrete Buster CB 2500 is for use
with high reach or long front carriers. With its jaw opening of 1.1m and weighing 2.6t, the CB 2500 makes light
work of cutting steel girders and concrete at extreme

www.greenattachments.com
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heights. Exerting a cracking force of 100t the CB 2500
can tackle concrete walls to a thickness of 900mm.
Another new tool is the SC Steel Cutter attachment for demolition and use in scrap yards. The jaw
is equipped with an auto-guiding system, ensuring
material is forced deep into the jaw where the cutting
power is greatest. All SC Steel Cutters are fitted with
replaceable blades. The attachment is suitable for use
with carriers weighing from 16t to 110t, depending on
whether it is stick or boom mounted.
Atlas Copco has also released the new CombiCutters CC 3700, CC 5000 and CC 7000. These new
attachments offer a combination of high crushing force,
short cycle times and high dependability. The most notable design changes include redesigned suspension for
the body, which is now in one piece, fewer parts in the
body, and improved jaw support. Plates are welded in the
support area and broader bushes give more surface area.

IMG T Timber Jaws - Designed to combine
maximum gripping force with lightweight, facilitating
the handling of large tree trunks in forestry operations.
All the silent demolition and material handling
products have the same rotation mechanism, which will
now be used on all future rotating products.

www.indeco.it

www.mbcrusher.com

Viper Metal

www.atlascopco.com

Indeco
The Italian manufacturer Indeco has improved its IFP
fixed and IRP rotating pulveriser ranges. The new
models have interchangeable teeth on the mobile jaw for
optimum penetration of the material being demolished.
The Indeco IMP multiprocessor has been redesigned
and given a more robust body. Its maximum jaw opening
has been increased and jaw geometry improved. The jaws
have been updated to make it easier to dismantle and
replace and offer better grip. Its pulveriser version now
has interchangeable teeth. The shear version now has
reversible and interchangeable cutters, and a dual-profile
piercing system found on the ISS Series Indeco shear. The
range has also been modified and extended.
The new IMG grabs have evolved from the previous
IDG demolition grabs. On a single housing, using the
same hydraulic circuit both for opening, closing and ro-

Okada
The Japanese hydraulic attachment manufacturer Okada
used the N-EXPO show in Tokyo in May to launch
the TS-WB2400V hydraulic crusher. It is suitable for
over 150t class excavators and will provide contractors
with option of crushing very large and strong concrete
structures.

www.okada-aiyon.com

MB Crusher
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The Finnish manufacturer of crushing bucket Viper
Metal has extensive experience with demolition attachments. Viper buckets provide screening and crushing
solutions for earth moving, demolition, and recycling
and waste management companies.
The comprehensive range of screening buckets is
available for excavators, wheel loaders and skid steers in
the 2t to 50t class. 3D screening technology is utilized
contributing to more productivity and improvement
in screening quality. All Viper buckets are made of
Hardox and are typically 20% lighter than conventional
screening buckets.
New rotating crushing technology is applied in
Viper patented crushing buckets, which feature high
crushing capacity. Using the VPCH-21 crushing bucket,
a three-storey concrete block building was demolished to
rubble in just 50h. A typical jaw crusher would normally
require a month.

www.vipermetal.fi

The maximum jaw opening is 2.4m, and the twin
cylinders maintain crushing force until the jaws are
completely closed. A high oil flow speed valve installed
on each cylinder helps to achieve fast cycle times, while
a steel cover offers protection for the piston rod. The
TS-WB2400V hydraulic rotation helps operator’s manoeuvrability to set it on the structure to be crushed.
Cutter blades on the jaws process rebar while crushing
concrete structures.

tation, the new IMG grabs are now made in five different
versions for five different specific jobs in various sectors:
IMG S Sorting Jaws are tools for sorting demolition waste materials, clearing stony ground, and
dredging.
IMG D Demolition Sorting Jaws - Ideal for light
demolition jobs, such as demolishing wood and brick
structures, it can also be used for recycling and recovery
of waste materials.
IMG 3 + 2 Material Handling Jaws - Designed for
handling large objects for scrap, the force transmitted by
its hydraulic rotation system to the interlocking teeth
provides a safe powerful grip.
IMG L Loading Jaws - The geometry of the jaws
is designed for maximum payload, making them ideal
for a variety of applications.

to the most extreme working conditions. A new integrated greasing system renders it more functional and
operational.
The BF 70.2 S4 has a load capacity of 0.66m3 and
weighing 2.3t is suitable for machines with an operating
weight of over 14t. It is easy to install and works with
an oil capacity of 140litres/min, pressures of 220bar and
counter-pressures of 10bar.

Italian crusher bucket manufacturer MB Crusher had
added the latest version of the BF 70.2, which is more
productive due to a restyling and improved resistance

TURN YOUR
DREAMS
INTO REALITY
Meet the third innovation of the original
diamond array technology that changed
the industry in 2005. ARIX G3, superior
performance you can see and feel.

36B-10L Namdong Industrial Complex, 610-9, Namchon-dong, Namdong-gu, Inchoen, 405-100, Korea
TEL. +82.32.820.3801 I FAX. +82.32.810.3456 I E-mail. terry@shinhandia.co.kr

initially comprising four models, is designed to allow
first-time customers and markets to enjoy the Rammer
experience but at optimized investment.
The first Rammer Performance models will be the
R18P, R25P, R35P, and R45P. An additional mediumsized model will follow early in 2018 with a full range
of small Performance Line models scheduled to follow
shortly after.
The R18P is a 1.24t hammer suitable for carriers
in the 15t to 23t operating weight range. The larger
R25P is suitable for carriers from 20t to 29t and weighs
1.65t. Designed for carriers in the 27t to 40t, the R35P
is a 2.32t, while the 3t R45P is aimed at carriers from
36t to 53t.
Each of the new Performance Line hammers benefit
from low operating noise levels, which makes them
suitable for most applications including inner city and
urban projects. The new models are in addition to the
company’s comprehensive range and do not replace
existing models.

www.rammer.com

Tabe
The Spanish breaker manufacturer Tabe has announced
the new breaker MT 80, which weighs 8t and is without
through bolts.
The MT 80 has an auto lube system and is equipped
with a frequency variation system allowing customers
to choose the best frequency for each kind of ground
or material. It also has an underwater system allowing
the breaker to work safely and easy in all kinds of underwater applications.

www.tabe-hammers.com

Sandvik Rammer
At the German show Steinexpo Rammer demonstrated
the latest version of its largest hydraulic hammer the
Rammer 9033. The new model replaces the Rammer
7013 and benefits from a number of key changes and
improvements, many of which have been proven in
smaller Rammer hammers. These include a 20% wider
carrier weight range and a 22% higher input power,
which significantly increases impact rate and productivity compared to its predecessor.
These improvements have been achieved by equipping the new Rammer 9033 with many of the key features recently applied to other models. ”Our engineers
have applied lessons learned on other hammer models to
place this Rammer hammer at the very top of its class,”
said Rammer general manager Rafa López.
Weighing 7t, the Rammer 9033 is suitable for carriers in the 60t to 120t operating weight range. Impact
rate on the long stroke setting rises from a maximum of
450blows/min to 520blows/min, while maximum oil
flow increases to 460litres/min compared to 400litres/
min on the Rammer 7013. Input power is up 22%
to 138kW.
Stroke length and Idle blow protection can be
adjusted to allow the Rammer 9033 to be matched to
individual applications. The long stroke setting uses a
lower blow frequency for optimum breaking in hard
materials, while the short stroke setting delivers higher
blow frequency, which is ideal for softer materials. The
Idle blow protector on/off selector allows operators to
adjust the working mode to protect against idle strokes.
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The 9033 utilizes long-life, high-tension Vidat tie
rods for improved reliability and lower operating costs.
Simple, reliable rubber rings lock the tool-retaining pins,
while the surface of the lower tool bushing provides
longer tool life. The Rammer 9033 also becomes the final
model in the Rammer Large Range to benefit from the
addition of the Ramvalve overflow protection system.
The Ramvalve monitors the oil flow through the
hammer. If the oil flow exceeds the pre-defined setting,
the valve adjusts the flow to a very low level and drops
the hammer’s impact rate. The Ramvalve resets after
the hammer re-starts with a correct oil flow. This highly
effective system provides excellent protection against
accidental overflowing and overpressure, enhances the
hammer’s reliability, and offers improved protection
against oil spills.
The Rammer 9033 is offered with three greasing
options. These are a centralized manual option, carriermounted Ramlube I automatic greasing or Ramlube II,
which utilizes a cartridge mounted on the hammer to
automatically deliver lubrication. It also comes equipped
with the Ramdata II service indicator that allows operators and service personnel to monitor and log vital
service and maintenance information.
Rammer has also announced the introduction of its
Performance Line of hydraulic hammers. The new line,

ONE PACK TO
POWER THEM ALL

The new Husqvarna PP 490 high frequency electric power pack has a unique advantage: Now you
can connect your Husqvarna PRIME™ power cutters, drill motor and large Husqvarna wall or wire saws
to the same power pack. And it is ready to operate the new WSC 40 wall saw chain attachment,
enabling you to cut corners and small openings with high precision without overcutting.
Contact you nearest Husqvarna Service Centre or visit our website today, to start working smarter!

Husqvarna PP 490
Power output (kW)
Voltage (V)
Rated current (A)
Weight (kg)

www.husqvarnacp.com
Copyright © 2017 Husqvarna AB (publ.) All rights reserved. Husqvarna is a registered trademark of Husqvarna AB (publ.)

20
400
32 /25 /16 reduced
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CRACKING NEWS:

NEW DEMAREC 2-CYLINDER
CONCRETE CRUSHER DCC
Demarec new crushing innovation is the DCC-75. “We
are proud to announce our brand new concrete crusher.
The DCC-75 crushes reinforced concrete like no other.
With a weight of 6250 KG and a cutting force of 200
tons the DCC-75 is a featherweight concrete crusher
with DemaPower 2.0”, says a proud Marcel Venig from
Demarec.
The Demarec DCC 2-cylinder concrete crushers
have been especially developed for demolishing the
thickest reinforced concrete, such as viaducts, quaysides,
and heavy foundations. The DCC concrete crusher
works perfectly in combination with the latest model
excavators as well as specialized ‘High Reach Demolition Machines’.
The shears have two pivot points, which ensures that
the jaws have more torque to generate the maximum

closing force. In combination with the newly developed ensures an optimal force closing curve so that the DCC
DemaPower 2.0 cylinder and perfectly tailored jaw always has enough strength until the jaw is completely
geometry, the DCC concrete shears produce 25% more closed. The DCC also has an extra-wide and deep jaw
force on average than similar shears. The DemaPower 2.0 mouth.
system also ensures faster
cycle times. This makes
• Optimal force closing curve
the new DEMARC DCC
• Robust slewing ring ensures it will survive even the heaviest demolition work
line the new Standard!!
• Double rotator motors or single piston motor ensure a high rotation force
The hydraulic system
• Filters in rotator protect the rotation circuit
is completely built into
• High penetrating force for cutting
the frame and the cylin• Highly durable jaws
ders are protected by very
• Perfect jaw geometry ensures the shears stay sharp for longer
robust cylinder guards,
• Optimum cylinder protection
so the hydraulics cannot
be damaged during the
• Hydraulic system completely protected by the yoke
work. A perfect jaw design
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New Max Orbit from KLINDEX

SCANMASKIN’S
new dust collectors
In Sweden Scanmaskin has introduced two new
Industrial dust collectors, the Scandust 8000
and ScanDust 3600. “Our focus has been to
increase the number of working hours without
interruptions with a sustained level of reliability,” said Scanmaskin Sweden product manager
Martin Persson.
The new additions are two vacuums with
a focus dedicated to ergonomics and usability.
The ScanDust 8000 and ScanDust 3600 are safe
and easy to operate.
The machines are equipped with Hepafilters that take care of harmful silica particles.
A filter indicator informs users when to clean
the filter. To keep the filters as clean as possible
Scanmaskin use the Jet-Pulse cleaning system.
The ScanDust 8000 and Scandust 3600 are
equipped with a polyester-grade coarse filter
package that provides a high degree of material separation, which increases the service life.
In addition, the design and filter area of these
new models are designed to provide the most
suction capacity.
These models are made of steel and feature
solid non-marking wheels that will never go
flat. In addition, both models include locking
front wheels, which provide an extra safeguard
during transportation or when using on uneven
surfaces.
Both models take advantage of the Longopac bagging system, which makes managing
dust very easy and efficient. With the Longopac
system there is 20m of folded plastic bag, which
provides about 25 dust free changes.
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The Italian manufacturer of concrete floor grinding
and polishing machines Klindex, has launched Max
Orbit. The machine provides a great stability thanks to
its roto-orbital. It is also versatile thanks to its smooth
movement. Maxi Orbit offers excellent performance
while simultaneously maintaining stability and manoeuvrability that allows the machine to be used by
inexperienced operators or others with no particular
physical strength.
Maxi Orbit is the ideal machine to be used on any
surface and in any place. It can reach narrow spaces,

flush with walls, and allow operators to work with the
handle at any inclination.
The roto-orbital movement makes crystallization
fast and easy. The double rotational, orbital movement
drastically reduces machine attrition on surfaces to be
crystallised, making the job light and easy to do for inexperienced operators, guaranteeing a professional result.
The Maxi Orbit movement causes thousands of vortexes on the tool drawing the dirt upwards. These orbital
vibrations provide unequalled cleaning on any surface.

www.klindex.it

ATLAS COPCO adds WEDA+ dewatering pumps

Atlas Copco Portable Energy has added to its family of
medium and large submersible dewatering pumps with
the WEDA+ plug-and-play range. The new range offer
up to 20% reduction in power consumption compared
to previous models, combined with greater efficiency,
simplified maintenance and increased capacity.
The WEDA+ range comprises five models: the
WEDA 50, with normal and high head variants, and
the WEDA 60+, available in normal head, high head
and super high head configuration. The top-of-therange super high head WEDA 60+ is 15% smaller and
20% lighter than other pumps in its class. The latest
pumps offer flow rate capabilities of 1,020litres/min to
2,425litres/min and a maximum head of up to 69m.
Atlas Copco has introduced rotation control and
phase failure protection across all WEDA+ models to

prevent the risk of the impeller rotating in the wrong
direction. In addition, the entry system can accommodate
a wider range of cable configurations, with a motor design
offering higher efficiency and reduced start current.
“The new WEDA+ pumps are easy-to-move and
install in a wide range of dewatering applications,” said
Atlas Copco Portable Energy pumps vice president
Wim Moor. “We have taken our portable and powerful
electric submersible offering to the next level by focussing on efficiency and new features that will simplify the
customer experience and enhance their productivity.”
The modular construction simplifies separation of
principal components and all stainless steel fastenings
are the same size. This means that one tool can be used
to change all seals, impellers and other parts in just a
matter of minutes.

THE INNOVATORS IN SURFACE PREPARATION

....WHO ELSE?

THE INNOVATORS IN SURFACE PREPARATION

STEEL BLASTING

FLOOR STRIPPING

SHOT BLASTING

DUST
COLLECTORS

WWW.BLASTRAC.EU • INFO@BLASTRAC.EU

SINGLE DISC
GRINDERS

TRIPLE DISC
GRINDERS

SCARIFYING

CRUSHING PARTS

from Czech Republic

Bonapp-Iccz is a supplier in the Czech Republic of spare
parts for stone crushers, recycling crushers, mining
technologies and their components. The company also
supplies complete technologies for excavators.
The experience of more than 20 years in the mining industry makes the company one of the Czech
Republic´s leading suppliers of spare parts in this field.
Understanding of the mining business based on the
rich experience, own construction department, on-site
metallographic laboratory and application of the stateof-the-art equipment such as 3D scanning are assurance
of excellent services and the best quality products.
Bonapp-Iccz, with more than 20 years of experience in the mining industry, specializes in the supply of
crushing components for stone crushers and recycling
crushers. Its product line also includes parts for deep
mining technologies or technologies for excavation
from water, particularly scraper conveyors, quarrying
and excavating Road header machines bucket chains
and their parts and relevant accessories.
One of the greatest advantages of the company is
its substantial stock of parts. All the parts undergo a
thorough inspection of dimension control and hardness
check and conducted as a part of standard procedure.
Chemical composition of materials and metallographic
structure is inspected upon customers’ requirement. All
inspection is carried out by the company’s employees,
directly in its premises and with its own equipment.

Atlas Copco launches
Power Technique business

ATLAS COPCO

expands light tower range
Atlas Copco has extended its light tower range with
the launch of the HiLight V4W, designed for high
altitudes and extreme weather conditions. The HiLight
V4W, which has an 8kW water-cooled engine, is able to
perform at temperatures, in excess of 40 °C. The engine
was chosen to cope with altitudes greater than 2,000m
and without power de-rating.
The light tower is equipped with four 1kW
metal halide lamps, which can illuminate an area of
up to 4,000m2, with an average brightness of 20lux.
The HiLight V4W has a manually operated vertical
mast, which rotates 360o and provides a maximum
operating height of 7.5m. There is an optional
electric winch.
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The HiLight V4W is housed on a unibody trailer
with a four-point levelling system and base frame and
stabilisers HardHat polyethylene canopy. It can also be
fitted with an optional photocell and weekly timer. The
photocell measures the luminosity and can be activated
by sunlight while the latter allows scheduling of different
lighting events.
“Our new HiLight tower is designed to help workers experience a brighter, safer environment that will enhance their productivity even in extreme working conditions,” said Atlas Copco Portable Energy light solutions
marketing manager Felix Gomez. “We have improved
maintenance procedures and enhanced serviceability, to
ensure users can focus on the task in-hand.”

Atlas Copco has named Power Technique as the new Construction Technique business area. Power Technique will
serve multiple customer segments including construction,
industrial, drilling, oil and gas and petrochemicals.
“Construction customers will always be close to our core
and our commitment to the industry remains as strong as
ever,” said Power Technique business area president Andrew
Walker. “We will continue to provide on-site power solutions and associated products to thousands of construction
sites around the world. However, we also serve customers in
many other segments, and the Power Technique name more
accurately reflects this and our overall offering.”
The Power Technique business area will offer a core
portfolio of products including portable compressors,
generators, light towers and pumps along with dedicated
construction products including handheld pneumatic,
electric and hydraulic tools and compaction and concrete
products. In addition, it continues to provide products and
customised solutions for drilling, oil and gas and geothermal
exploration applications, among many others.
From 2018, Atlas Copco will launch a new division
dedicated to power and flow.

A good day at work.
Everyone wants to have a good day at work. The first step to achieve this is to work with machines that last and
that meets or exceeds the expectations. Day after day, year after year. It is also important that the machines in
question are kind to your body, so you feel good even after the workday is over.
We manufacture and supply dust extractors, air cleaners and wet vacs of the highest quality. Our machines are
designed with the users’ well-being at the top of the list, protecting both your back and your lungs. The machines
are, for example, ergonomically designed and lightweight. Dust extractors and air cleaners are equipped with
H13-filter that takes care of the smallest and most dangerous particles. Our wet vacs are equipped with powerful
evacuation pumps so you can pump away the liquid which is taken up.
Do you also want a better day at work? We have the solutions.

pullman-ermator.se

clean air from sweden

WHEEL LOADER INDUSTRY

GOES ELECTRIC

2017 was an eventful year for the wheel loader industry. A veritable
bucket load of new models hit the market with a noticeable shift
towards electrically driven machines. Andrei Bushmarin reviews
this year’s product announcements.
Avant finally nails electric technology
Avant Tecno from Finland has been working on electrically driven loaders since 1997. For years, however,
the technology remained too expensive for a serial production. The turning point came about two years ago

when breakthroughs in battery design made it feasible.
Already this year Avant Tecno has released two fully
electric models.
Particularly suitable for indoor applications, these
zero-emission and low-noise machines come with the
Avant quick hitch system and a multi-connector allowing use of a large range of work tools. Featuring a conventional 240Ah lead acid battery, the Avant e5 offers
a good value-for-money ratio. The machine comes
equipped with two electric motors, a 6kW motor
for driving and a 2kW one for loader boom operation
and auxiliary hydraulics. Charging time of the battery
pack to 100% capacity is about five hours.
The other new model, the Avant e6, is said to
be the world’s first wheel loader featuring lithium
battery technology. It was jointly developed
with Valmet Automotive, an engineering
company with an extensive experience
in designing battery systems for
the automotive industry. The

lithium-ion battery technology offers 30% increase in
performance compared to lead acid batteries. Ability
to recharge quickly is another significant advantage of
lithium-ion batteries. The Avant e6 can be recharged
from 0 to 100% capacity in just one hour.
Being about 30% lighter than lead-acid batteries, it
provides the opportunity to control the loader’s payload
according to a specific task. Both models come with an
integrated charging unit, which allows use of any available 230V/16A power outlet.

www.avanttecno.com

Wacker Neuson
upgrades its flagship electric model
The German manufacturer Wacker Neuson has upgraded its battery-powered WL20e model, unveiled
in 2015, with a high-quality absorbent glass mat. In a
battery of this type, the electrolyte is bound in a fleece
made of glass fibre making it a leak-proof system. According to the manufacturer, this technology does not
generate heat during charging and operation, resulting
in increased electric power output.
Featuring a 230V on-board battery charger, the
electric WL20e boasts the same performances as
diesel-powered loaders. With a fully charged battery,
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the loader can operate for up to five hours, enough for
most standard applications. With its compact size of
2.25m high and 1m wide, the machine is suitable for
jobs in confined areas. The loader is available either
with a fold-down operator canopy or a hydraulically
lowering version.

www.wackerneuson.com

Caterpillar’s
electrifying performance at Steinexpo
Caterpillar used the recent Steinexpo exhibition in
German to introduce its first wheel loader with an
electric drive system. The new electric Cat 988K XE
delivers 25% greater efficiency and up to 10% more
productivity in load-and-carry applications than the
forerunning 988K model the company claims. Thanks
to these characteristics, the manufacturer recommends
the 988K XE for demanding jobs where fuel efficiency
makes a difference in the machine’s cost of operation.
The new loader features switched reluctance technology, a C18 ACERT engine, mechanical dropbox,
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driveline and axles from the standard Cat 988K. A
switched reluctance drive motor, generator and inverter
are built to last with minimum maintenance. The electric
drive design increases engine life by up to 3,500h.

www.cat.com

Hyundai wheels out two new models
Hyundai Construction Equipment has expanded its
wheeled loader range with two new machines. With an
operating weight of 20.1t, the HL965 is powered by
a Stage IV Cummins QSL9 diesel engine with a gross
power of 200kW. The HL965 offers improved loading
capacity, with a maximum axle load capacity of 44t at
the front and 35t at the rear. Attachments are operated
via an integrated electro-hydraulic control lever. Overall
visibility has been improved thanks to a revised mirror
position. The HL965 has joystick controls for boom,
bucket and the third hydraulic line as standard.
All the models in the HL Series can be fitted with
joystick steering as an option. A touch screen monitor
and EH controls allow several new features like soft end

stop, bucket priority and boom bucket detent mode, to
be controlled from the touch screen. The soft end stop
operates when an attachment reaches the end of a stroke
and a shock free operation by reducing the speed of the
attachment near the end of stroke.
Also new from Hyundai is the HL975 model
premiered at Samoter in Verona earlier this year. The
26.5t machine is powered by a Stage IV Cummins
QSG12 engine with a maximum power of 250kW
at 2100 revs/min. Higher efficiency air handling and
advanced combustion enable the QSG12 to return to
the simplicity of a wastegate turbocharger without the
need for cooled exhaust gas recirculation. Combined
with a diesel particulate filter, Stage IV emission levels
are reached.

www.hyundai.eu

John Deere extends compact range
In late 2016, John Deere expanded its wheel loader
range with two new compact models. The 244K-II
loader features a 52kW, Tier 4 Final emission-certified
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engine that delivers more power over previous models.
A stereo steering delivers a smooth turning radius that
is up to 20% tighter than rivalling models.
The 324K compact wheel loader is now available
with a high-lift option. This high-lift configuration
enables carrying loads without spilling and stability
of lighter materials. Both machines feature optional
higher flow hydraulics to run heavy-duty attachments,
such as snow blowers and cold planers. An optional
push-button-activated skid-steer style coupler allows
operators to connect and release attachments quickly
without leaving the cab.

www.johndeere.com

Liebherr unveils
a new loader concept at Steinexpo
Liebherr used Steinexpo to unveil its new L 580
XPower wheel loader for mining applications. XPower
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is an integrated machine concept developed for its
large-sized wheel loaders. The concept sets a new
standard in machine fuel efficiency, ruggedness and
comfort. The power-split XPower travel drive enhances
the loader’s robustness and longevity by distributing
the load between the two drive paths, which results
in extended service life. Another improvement on the
preceding models is reinforced axels and hydraulic
cylinder. This ensures consistently high and reliable
performance of any XPower loader.

www.liebherr.com

Komatsu launches a new all-rounder
This September, Komatsu Europe announced the launch
of the WA200‐8 wheel loader – a versatile model suitable for a wide range of tasks. Weighing in at 11,715
to 12,015kg, the loader is powered by a Komatsu EU
Stage IV-compliant engine offering up to 4% saving

in fuel consumption due to the new engine controller.
The fourth generation Hydrostatic Transmission (HST)
helps prolong brakes’ service life while S‐Mode gives the
operator maximum control on slippery surfaces. The
machine boasts a suite of operator-friendly features including the pillar-less cab offering an unobstructed view,
an air-suspended seat, a steering wheel with tilting and
telescopic column, an 18cm coloured LCD monitor and
a rear-view camera. The WA200‐8 comes with Komatsu’s proven machine tracking system Komtrax Step 5
for optimised performance and operator comfort. “With
the WA200‐8A the goal was to make a machine which
would be stable and reliable on any type of surface,” says
Dadgar Shayan, Product Manager for wheel loaders at
Komatsu. “Also, thanks to its new high lift boom, the
machine can load dump trucks with a side wall of over
4m with outstanding stability for its class”.

www.komatsu.eu

HMG PRO HYDRAULIC MAGNET GENERATOR

POWERED BY HYDRAULICS

ENJOY THE SILENCE

THE NEW SILENT MOTORS ARE HERE
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VARIABLE GENERATORS
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MAGNET GENERATORS
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DUST SUPPRESSION
DRILLING FLUID PUMPS
FIRE FIGHTING SYSTEM

AIR COMPRESSORS
BIN WASHING SYSTEM
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ETC.
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PURE DRIVE
Maximising output power while minimising noise and emission levels – this is
the goal that engine manufacturers are striving to achieve when designing a
new model. Ever-tightening emission regulations and users’ insatiable hunger
for more power drive the development process in this field.
PDi’s Andrei Bushmarin reports on the latest innovations in the engine industry.

Deutz to launch
a new engine family
at Agritechnica
Hatz goes for
“silent power”

Last year, Germany-based trendsetter in diesel
engines Hatz added a four-cylinder model featuring a newly developed ‘silent pack’ to its latest Hseries. The state-of-the art Hatz 4H50TIC diesel
unit performs up to 55kW at a maximum torque
of 240Nm and complies with the EU Stage IIIB
or US EPA Tier 4 final regulations. Augmented
by the insulation developed specifically for this
model, the Hatz 4H50TIC Silent Pack reduces
noise emissions by 4 decibel despite the presence
of the cooler fan. This means that the engine is
60% less noisy compared to the non-capsulated
Open Power Unit (OPU). The Hatz OPU plugand-play solution, which also serves as a base for
the Hatz 4H50TIC Silent Pack, is ideal for the
equipment manufacturers who need ready-toinstall engines. The main application areas are lifts,
hydraulic power units, forestry and agricultural
machinery, drilling rigs, pumps and generators.

www.hatz-diesel.com
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This coming November, Germany-based Deutz
will showcase a new family of large engines (9 to
18 cubic litre capacity) at Agritechnica exhibition
in Hannover. Designed for heavy-duty off-road
applications, the engines will be launched into
serial production in 2019. The TCD 9.0 fourcylinder engine delivers 300kW of power and
generates 1,700Nm of torque. The TCD 12.0 and
13.5 models are six-cylinder engines that generate
400 kW of power and 2,500 Nm of torque, and
450kW of power and 2,800Nm of torque respectively. The TCD 18.0 six-cylinder model – the
biggest in the family - delivers 620kW of power
and generates 3,600Nm of torque. The lower end
of the range will be represented by an agricultural
version of the TCD 2.2 three-cylinder engine and
its bigger brother - the four-cylinder model TCD
2.9. The manufacturer confirms its commitment
to Stage V: initial certification has already been
awarded to the DEUTZ TTCD 6.1 diesel engine,
with the TCD 3.6 / 4.1/ 6.1/ 7.8 and TTCD 7.8
models to follow by November 2017 – just in time
for the Hannover show.

www.deutz.com

Perkins introduces
“Syncro” series
UK-based manufacturer Perkins used Bauma
2016 to introduce a new series of engines under the brand name “Syncro”. According to
the company, the new engines boast a winning
combination of high power, up to 8% less fuel
consumption, fast response and electronic integration. The four-cylinder 2.8l 904J-E28TA
provides a maximum output of 55kW (74 hp)
with a torque of up to 325Nm. The 3.6l 904JE36TA option delivers 100kW (134 hp) and up to
500Nm of torque. Featuring a host of technologies
including a common-rail fuel system, electronic
control, advanced air systems and aftertreatment
configurations, the new range meets all current
and future emission standards worldwide. A
90% commonality between the 2.8- and 3.6-L
interfaces offers users the freedom to determine
machine platform that suit best their applications.
The engines are engineered to integrate into over
80 machine models.

www.perkins.com

In the end… it‘s only about the tool!
The DEMAREC DCC 2-cylinder concrete crushers have been especially developed for demolishing
the thickest reinforced concrete, such as viaducts, quaysides, and heavy foundations. The DCC
concrete crusher works perfectly in combination with the latest model excavators as well as
specialized ‘High Reach Demolition Machines’.

The shears have two pivot points, which ensures that the jaws have more torque to generate the
maximum closing force. In combination with the newly developed DemaPower 2.0 cylinder and
perfectly tailored jaw geometry, the DCC concrete shears produce 25% more force on average
than similar shears. The DemaPower 2.0 system also ensures faster cycle times.

The hydraulic system is completely built into the frame and the cylinders are protected by very
robust cylinder guards, so the hydraulics cannot be damaged during the work. A perfect jaw
design ensures an optimal force closing curve so that the DCC always has enough strength until
the jaw is completely closed. The DCC also has an extra-wide and deep jaw mouth.

www.demarec.com / www.demarec-deutschland.de / www.kinshofer.com
DEMAREC. De Hork 32, 5431 NS Cuijk, the Netherlands. Tel.: +31 (0) 485 442300, info@demarec.com
DEMAREC Deutschland. Im Rohnweiher 14, D-53797 Lohmar, Germany. Tel.: +49 2205 92027 0, info@demarec-deutschland.de
KINSHOFER UK. 4 Milton Industrial Court, Hors eld Way, Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire, SK6 2TA. Tel.: +44 (0)161 406 7046, sales@kinshofer.co.uk
KINSHOFER USA. 6420 Inducon Drive - Suite G, Sanborn, NY, 14132. Tel. +1 (716) 731 4333, sales-usa@kinshofer.com

ALLU TRANSFORMING

at Steinexpo 2017

Allu demonstrated its new Allu Transformer at the recent
Steinexpo 2017 held at Europe’s largest basalt quarry in
Homberg Nieder-Oflieden, Germany.
Amongst the equipment being shown was a selection from the Allu Transformer Series including Transformer M-Series, Transformer DL Series, Transformer
DH 4-17 25TS, Transformer DH 3-17 X75 and DN
3-17 25TS.
The Allu Transformer Series comprises an excavator,
loader or tractor mounted processing bucket, which
screens, pulverizes, aerates, blends, mixes, separates,
crushes, feeds and loads materials. This results in the
feed material being transformed into valuable products.
The Allu Transformer range enables businesses to
choose the right piece of equipment to meet their very
particular requirements. Catering for applications of all
sizes, and capable of processing any material that can
be screened and sorted, the Allu Transformer Series
comprises the compact DL and D Series as well as the
large M Series. All are designed to transform the way in
which construction businesses are able to improve their
efficiency and profitability.

Some applications and benefits of the Allu Transformer Series include landscaping and agriculture, earth
moving and demolition and mining processes, quarrying
and aggregates.

EvoQuip launches the
COBRA 230 COMPACT CRUSHER

EvoQuip has launched the Cobra 230 impact crusher.
“It is a machine that provides class leading productivity, unmatched versatility and excellent fuel efficiency,”
said EvoQuip product line director Matt Dickson. “The
quick set up times, simple intuitive operation and ease
of transport makes this machine an ideal solution for
all applications.”
The Cobra 230 has been on test with J & V Construction in Ireland. “The EvoQuip Cobra 230 has
managed to surpass our expectations, handling a mix
of difficult rock and heavy duty recycled concrete with
ease, and turning it into products we have been able to
reuse on our construction sites,” said J & V Construction
director Gerd McCann.
The rapid set up time and intuitive control system
on the Cobra 230 enables the operator to be crushing
minutes after unloading the machine. The operator can
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also adjust the crusher setting easily without the need for
any tools using the standard hydraulic assist.
There are a number of key design features in the
Cobra 230 that ensure optimum material flow through
the crushing process. As material moves from the feeder
through the impactor onto the product belt, each section becomes wider ensuring an unrestricted flow.
The under crusher clearance, the short distance from
the crusher discharge to the magnet and the ability to
lower the product conveyor while running make it the
ideal machine in all applications, the company claims.
The Cobra 230 uses a fuel efficient and high performing direct drive system to power the impact crusher.
This together with the two independent hydraulic
controlled aprons allows the operator to optimize the
material throughput and reduction whilst ensuring the
best fuel efficiency.

Serviceability has been integral throughout the
design and development. With ground level access to
the engine, hydraulics, service and refuelling points, it
ensures maintenance is easy for the operator. This is
further enhanced with features such as the hinged radiator pack and hinged diesel tank. The compact footprint
makes the Cobra 230 easy to transport and also makes it
an ideal machine for working in urban areas.
Serviceability has been integral throughout the
design and development. With ground level access to
the engine, hydraulics, service and refuelling points,
it ensures maintenance is easy for the operator. This
is further enhanced with features such as the hinged
radiator pack and hinged diesel tank.
The compact footprint makes the Cobra 230 easy
to transport and also makes it an ideal machine for
working in urban areas.

D-Drill assists in
strengthening
aquaduct

Shopping centre demolished in Frankfurt
The demolition and removal of the Zeilgalerie shopping
centre in Frankfurt am Main, Germany, was completed
in the summer of 2016 by contractor Antal Abbruch and
Baumanagement using a mixed fleet of Brokk remotely
controlled robots and various Darda attachments.
A Darda MultiCutter MC200, two Darda CC420
steel shears and a CC700 S, two Darda CC520 concrete
crushers and a CC700, mounted on four Brokk demolition robots, one Brokk 100, two Brokk 160s and a Brokk
260 were the key machines on this major project. The
MC200 Multi Cutter proved a success cutting pipes,
cables, metal brackets and struts, air-conditioning ducts,
steel supports, railings, installation rails, drywall frames
and panelling.
The location of the Zeilgalerie between two department stores and a subway tunnel running alongside the
building, made the project extremely challenging. For
Antal the combination of Brokk demolition robots and
Darda attachments proved to be the ideal demolition
team. Antal had also considered also using concrete saws,
but these would have taken longer and been uneconomic.
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Seismographs were set up to monitor the vibration intensity, which had to be kept to a minimum.
The Brokk robots and the Darda attachments met this
requirement. "These machines can also be operated very
accurately via remote-control, so that demolition work
can be carried out in a highly controlled way. Their
low surface weight also results in safe surface loads,
which is always a big issue," said Antal general manager
George Antal.
The electro-hydraulic demolition robots with their
quiet electric motors performed the demolition with
low noise. Similarly the Darda concrete crushers and
the Darda Multi Cutter were very quiet.
The Brokk robots, and Darda equipment, are more
compact and lighter than conventional demolition machinery, were able to complete the demolition without
any complaints and ahead of schedule.
A time laps video of the demolition project is
available on the Aantal Abbruch & Baumanagement
Youtube Channel.

www.darda.de

The UK diamond drilling and sawing contractor
D-Drill has played a key role in the preservation
of the 190 year-old Pontrhydfen Aqueduct in
South Wales. Known locally as Bont Fawr - the
big bridge - D-Drill had to drill over 500 holes,
50mm diameter to a depth of 2.5m to allow contractor Goldhawk to insert steel dowels to help
strengthen the structure.
“We were drilling into Brecon Blue Stone
which made it a tougher job, but our experienced
team were well equipped to make sure they got
it done and the client was extremely happy with
the work,” said D-Drill team leader Alun Burnell.
“It wasn’t about to fall down, or anything like
that, but the work was undertaken to help preserve
Bont Fawr for generations to come. It’s no longer
used as an aqueduct, but it is a historic monument
for the area and, in the shadow of where our work
was taking place, is the former home of the famous
actor Richard Burton. So it was a great project to
work on and, as a company, we are very proud to
have worked on a piece of history.”

www.d-drill.co.uk

IMPAKTOR 250 with new features
At Steinexpo exhibition ARJES, known for recycling innovation and slow-speed two-shaft shredders, presented
the successful ARJES Impaktor with new features.
Steinexpo visitors were able to see the ARJES Impaktor 250 with new options for the first time.
The mobile crusher developed for demolition and
dismantling jobs known for its robustness despite low

weight of only 13.5 tons. With a length of 7.500 mm,
width of 2.400 mm and a low height of 2.800 mm the
ARJES Impaktor 250 is very compact.
A real innovation is the fast changing shaft system of the
ARJES Impaktor, which allows the operator to change shafts
in no time and have the machine up and running again in less
than 1 – 2 hours. Longer machine down-time is in the past.

The optional finger screen offers further classification
of materials into sizes of 0 – 10 mm, 10 – 40 mm and 40
– 80 mm directly after the first pass. Another new feature
is the longer discharge belt which increases height and
surface of the bulk cone and requires less material removal.
ARJES offers demos at customer site and with
customer material.

Massucco Costruzioni:

Construction and Demolition Services in Europe and Beyond

Special Construction and Equipment
Rental Services. 50-year Expertise in
Building, Demolition and Road Construction

A Company of the Massucco T. Group.

Sede Legale: Via Genova, 122 - 12100 Cuneo (CN) • Italy • www.massuccocostruzioni.com
email: info@massuccocostruzioni.com • Phone: Tel +390171 401225
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HARTL’S new
attachment screens

Hartl has added the HSS800 screen attachment for skid
steer loaders, wheel loaders and tractors and transforms
the carrier to a mobile screening plant.
"The unique and robust shape of the sieve frame
reduces the force for picking up the material, which
saves the carrier device used,” said Hartl development
engineer Georg Haberfellner. “But the highlight is the
capacity of 600litres. This is only possible by a smart
hopper and inlet area, also known from the HCS series,
in this compact design.”
The new HSS800 weighs 600kg and has a screen
area of 1.7m². The screen baskets are made of Hardox
and the mesh widths can be selected according to
customer demand and application requirements. It
can counteract landfill costs and separate the material
immediately on site and reuse it. Significant cost savings
also result from the reduction of transport, logistics and
procurement costs.

MCCLOSKEY compact crusher
range unveiled at Steinexpo
McCloskey International’s expanding crusher line now
includes compact crushers, which made their worldwide
debut at Steinexpo 2017, held in a quarry at Homburg/
Nieder-Ofleiden, Germany.
The new I34 Impactors are designed to deliver high
performance and expand versatility.
Their small footprint is suited to the demolition
and asphalt recycling industry, aggregates and smaller
scale construction projects. Less than 2.5m wide, the
crushers can be easily transported.
The compact jaw and impactor share the same
platform so that the vast majority of components are
identical between models to simplify spare parts. The
compact crushers share many of the same features as
their full size family members, including full colour
screens, open engine compartments for ease of maintenance, and ease-of-use through less complexity of the
hydraulic drives and clutch system.
On display was the new I34R compact crusher, the
first of a series of compact crushers, together with the
full size impact crusher I44v3. The I44v3’s versatility
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and upgraded design makes it ideal for some of the
toughest applications worldwide, including asphalt
recycling, concrete recycling, rock crushing, construction and demolition.
Also on display was the TS4080 stacker the newest addition to the materials handling division. Designed to allow
operators to stockpile and transfer material directly from
mobile crushing and screening plants, it offers the flexibility
and mobility needed to ensure that the stockpiling process
is as fast and efficient as possible, while eliminating the use
of a loader and double handling of materials. The TS4080
can be containerized for transport, with minimal setup
time, substantially reducing transport costs.
“Events like Steinexpo offer an excellent platform
for our company to show what our products can do,”
said McCloskey International president and chief executive Paschal McCloskey. “As important is standing with
our customers during demonstrations so that we gain
the feedback that is key to innovation, ongoing improvements, and delivering new product lines.”

www.mccloskeyinternational.com

LOADSCAN

at Steinexpo

Loadscan from New Zealand displayed its latest technology in payload management, the Loadscan load volume
scanner at Steinexpo. The systems utilises laser scanning
and RFID technologies, combined with software, to
create 3D model images of trucks to measure the exact
volume of the material loaded in a truck or trailer bin.
The trailer-mounted LVS-3TMM scanner was on
display with an extended outrigger for measuring up
to 50t articulated dumpers and underground mining
trucks. Loadscan also showed its LoadTrak in-cab
console for automated load data logging.

www.loadscan.com

Offshore decommissioning. Done.
PREMIUM wire saw systems with innovative technologies
and high quality components for professional requirements.
Even in challenging situations.
Find out more at www.tyrolit.com

Premium grinding tools since 1919
www.tyrolit.com

CORIMAG
at Steinexpo
At Steinexpo Corimag presented for the German market its
KCB-02 device for changing the wear bushing on hydraulic
breakers. With this patent pending equipment, the downtime
of the breaker is reduced from two days to about 1h. This tool
can remove and replace the bush on site without dismantling
and without moving the hammer. The KBC-02 is suitable for
all brands of breakers from 500kg up to 10t.
Corimag also displayed the anti-seizure and low grip
bushing for hydraulic breakers. These special bushings are
mainly used for heavy hydraulic breakers and offer several
advantages, including reduction of the friction between the
tool and the bushing; reduction of the temperature with
improved performance of the grease; increased efficiency
of the breaker; almost complete elimination of seizures and
drastic reduction of breakages due to leverages.
Corimag also exhibited tools and special demolition tools
for hydraulic breakers.

DIAMOND Tools
& Machines

KERN-DEUDIAM
Diamantwerkzeuge und Maschinen GmbH
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US Saws holds a unique position in North America’s concrete cutting and grinding
industry. A medium-sized enterprise with the focus on customized machinery and
accessories, it enjoys the luxurious advantage of creativity and flexibility that the
industry’s behemoths can only envy. At the height of California’s famous “June
Gloom” season Andrei Bushmarin visited the company’s factory in Santa Ana.

US SAWS:

Coast-to-coast experts in specialty tools
North America is a trendsetter and arguably the
world’s biggest market in surface preparation. It boasts
numerous players all jostling for a leading position in
the industry. In order to survive and to thrive in this
cutthroat environment, suppliers need to offer first-rate
products backed by superior service. It was around this
principle that US Saws’ founders built their company.

Three musketeers
The original firm called Sawtec was established by Bill
Glynn Sr, Warren Duncan and Bruce Root in 1991.
Glynn and Root, who have been friends since high
school, gained experience in construction machinery
working at a company called Sinco. It manufactured
air-powered saws and was the first supplier in the US
to sell dry diamond blades. New Zealand-born Warren
Duncan is a highly qualified engineer with a degree from
Auckland University and lot of patents to his name. Surface preparation was just one of his many know-hows.
In the early 90s, the industry was still in its infancy but
its growth potential was obvious.
Duncan met Glynn on a construction project in
New York and shortly after they decided to launch
their own surface preparation company, Sawtec. Several
years later its steady progress attracted the attention of
US Filter/Blastrac and in 1998, Blastrac acquired the
controlling interest in Sawtec.
Three years later, Duncan, Glynn and Root joined
forces again and set up US Saws. A non-competition
agreement with Blastrac precluded them serving the
surface preparation industry, so US Saws focused on
equipment and tools for underground utilities. Solutions
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for the water and sewer sector currently remain a core
business for the company.

Generation change and buyout
In 2011, Bill Glynn’s sons Dave and Bill Jr. joined the
company on a full-time basis. By then both had acquired
a considerable track record in surface preparation and
general construction. Dave Glynn began working in
the Sawtec workshop while still in high school. After
graduation from Johnson and Wales University with
a bachelor’s degree in marketing he did a brief stint at

Blastrac followed by a three-year employment at Edco.
From 2001 to 2011 he ran his own contracting firm
specialising in surface preparation. Bill Glynn Jr, who
has a degree in business administration, started his career
at Sawtec as a sales manager and then product specialist for the Sawtec brand at Blastrac. He left Blastrac in
2005 to become a general contractor operating out of
central Florida.
In 2014 there was a change in the company’s
ownership as Bill Glynn Sr and Bruce Root were about
to retire. Dave and Bill Jr. took over two thirds of the

Dave Glynn is Vice President, the Secretary and Treasurer who mostly focuses on sales and marketing of the
Surface Preparation division.

FAST AND DURABLE: CC 5000
High cutting forces, short cycle times and an optimized design
for durability and reliability even in toughest applications.
www.atlascopco.com

US Saws’s headquarters and main sales office in
Tampa, Florida.

Bill Glynn Jr. is Vice President and the National Sales
Manager who also takes a very active role in product
development and finance.

Warren Duncan is the company’ President who is in charge of all engineering and product development activities as well as factory management. Warren is a highly qualified engineer with a lot of patents to his name.

Bill Glynn Jr. demonstrating one of the company’s knowhows – a stand-up version of the hand grinder.

company in a management buyout, while Duncan
stayed on as president and took charge of all engineering and product development activities, as well as
factory management. Dave Glynn looked after surface
preparation while Bill Glynn Jr. focused on national
sales of equipment for underground utilities, product
development and finance.

signature product. US Saws was also the first to develop
stand up versions of hand grinders. Thanks to the smart
design, the system gives the feel of a hand-held machine
while providing the benefit of standing. The most current model incorporates pitch and roll control of the
grinding head from a standing position.
US Saws currently offers a full range of grinder

on. In the surface preparation business, accounting for
some 40% of the turnover, the company enjoys the
reputation of an innovator. In the late 1990s, US Saws
invented and patented a technology of dust free grinding
of industrial floors, built around an in house designed
vacuum shroud. This was a groundbreaking invention
that put the company ahead of its rivals and became a

Coast-to-coast coverage
US Saws maintain three depots strategically positioned
on both coasts and inland to extend its business hours,
which is a necessity on a continent as vast as North
America. All manufacturing is done at the factory in
Santa Ana on the west coast where some of the company’s most loyal customers are based. However, the
majority of its business is on the country’s east coast
so the company set up its headquarters and main sales
office in Tampa, Florida. The company also runs a small
sales and stock facility in Connecticut to address the
needs of customers in the areas between Boston, New
York and Philadelphia. Keeping manufacturing and
sales facilities apart was a conscious decision aimed at
helping each department focus on their respective tasks
and avoiding interference.

Trailblazer in surface preparation
Surface preparation expertise and solutions for underground utilities are the two legs that US Saws stands
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US Saws’ revolutionary core drilling system Core-EZ in action.

Dave Glynn operating a “dust buggy”. It’s a kind of
joint cleanout saw that cleans out joints and collects
dust and debris at the same time.

vacuum shrouds along with a choice of joint cleanout
saws, crack chasing saws, dust collectors and two part
joint filler pumps. The walk behind crack chaser CC100
has a height adjustment within the wheel directly beside
the blade. This solution allows the entire machine to
pivot at the blade without the influence of castors, which
increases reliability. Dave Glynn said that it is customers
that often spark the most original of the company’s ideas
and all the manufacturer has to do is listen. The extensive
field experience that Dave and Bill Glynn have gained
during their tenure as contractors also helps them better
understand users’ needs and requirements.

Bright outlook for the industry
The company is upbeat about the surface preparation industry’s prospects. According to Dave Glynn,

The valve exerciser is US Saws’ fastest growing
product in the water and sewer division.

it will continue to grow at a steady pace as polished
concrete and epoxy coatings are becoming increasingly popular with homeowners and managers of
industrial facilities.
Polished concrete has proven itself as a sustainable
flooring solution while the resinous flooring market
boasting innovative systems with metallic reflectors
and other decorative elements is constantly expanding,
particularly in the high-end residential market.
There will always be a demand for coatings among
owners of food-processing facilities, airplane hangars
and parking garages. Another positive trend, points
out Dave, is that more people are becoming educated
on the importance of surface preparation so they are
less inclined to save money on it when carrying out a
renovation.

“The Core-EZ delivers cordless drilling in reinforced concrete with a 200mm core bit to
the depth of up to 285mm, which is unmatched by the competing systems”.
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New horizons are beckoning
Having secured its position in North America’s market,
US Saws is now looking to expand internationally on a
larger scale. Currently its overseas sales account for about
1%, so the company is looking for partners outside the
US. Apart from comprehensive expertise in surface
preparation, US Saws has other innovative solutions to
offer to domestic and international customers.
The core drilling system Core-EZ and cordless
valve exerciser are examples. The Core-EZ is a mounted
handheld system effectively combining the precision
of a rig-mounted drill with compactness and ease of
operation of a hand-held machine. It breaks down to a
compact size making transportation and set-up much
easier. The system is fixed on to a wall at the centre of
the core so there are no additional mounting holes that
would need patching-up once the job is done.
The Core-EZ delivers cordless drilling in reinforced
concrete with a 200mm core bit up to 285mm, which
is unmatched by competing systems. The manufacturer
foresees a bright future for it, particularly with heavyduty drillers. A battery-powered version is available on
sites without mains electricity.
The valve exerciser is US Saws’ fastest growing
product in the water and sewer division. Featuring a foot
restraint, the machine is battery powered, portable and
powerful. It turns in forward and reverse directions and
has a counter to count turns on the valve.
Another niche product from US Saws is a line of air
powered saws. According to the company, air saws are a
viable alternative in situations when gas, hydraulics or
electricity cannot be used. These machines will be on
display at the World of Concrete show in January 2018
along with a new joint saw, a redesigned dust shroud
for hand grinders and a new joint fill polyurea pump.

www.ussaws.com

CHALLENGING

high rise demolition for
In the US the former West Publishing complex, built
in 1886, and the Ramsey County Adult Detention
Center, built in 1979, in St Paul Minnesota are being
demolished to make way for a $150M redevelopment.
Rachel Contracting, based in St. Michael, Minnesota,
is using a Volvo EC700CHR high reach excavator
on the $15M (€12.8M) demolition project, which is
scheduled for completion later this year.
Work began on the 10 storey complex of seven
buildings in November 2015 and covered a variety of
applications. “The first step was to abate all hazardous
materials, including asbestos,” said Rachel Contracting project manager Nick Bartemio. “More asbestos
was uncovered than initially anticipated by the preengineering studies. Before any exterior demolition
could begin in earnest, bluff stabilization was required
to shore up the back wall facing Kellogg Boulevard.”
Rachel completed this by drilling 5,486m of
grouted rock anchors into the face of the bluff.
When demolition is complete, Rachel Contracting
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will build a 457mm to 609mm thick, 2,322m2 cast
insitu concrete retaining wall along the city’s main
Kellogg Boulevard.
The height of the structure, plus the location
proved to be one of Rachel’s most challenging demolition projects. “The site sits between a main downtown
artery and is 9m from an active rail line on the Mississippi River facing side,” said Rachel Contracting, field
operations vice president Mark Kraemer. “We knew
going into the bid that we could not bring it down
by explosives, so the only option was to use a high
reach demolition excavator. We looked at competing
brands, but we felt more comfortable going with the
Volvo. The support from local dealer Nuss Truck and
Equipment was a big factor in our decision. We had
a short lead time, and Nuss was able to provide the
machine very quickly and were on site for set-up and
training our operators.”
The high-reach machine has a maximum pin
height of 32m with boom extension and is fitted

with a Genesis GDT Razer 3t shear. It can fracture
concrete and snip rebar at height, and safely lower it
to the ground.
"The high reach allows us to bring this job down
in a much more controlled fashion. On a building
like this, with thick concrete columns wrapped
around steel 1-beams, we can cut through them
with the shear without jeopardizing the safety of
the building, pedestrians and vehicular traffic," said
Rachel Contracting general demolition superintendent Randy Shultz.
The machine is converted to a standard boom
every two to three days and is paired with a Genesis
DemoPro 900 for concrete cleanup. “The conversion
enables the machine to work with a 5.4t attachment
and use at work heights of 18m to 20m,” said Kraemer.
“That height level is our bread-and-butter here in the
Midwest. We have it down to less than an hour with
two people. Volvo did an excellent job making this
machine come apart and reassemble easily.”

Rachel

and
to change the boom quickly
The design makes it easy

efficiently.

The high reach excavator takes down the concrete beams with ease.
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UK-based Kocurek is an excavator modifier that tends to undertake projects no regular OEM manufacturer would ever dream
of attempting. Particularly famous for its bespoke high-reach
demolishers, Kocurek appears to have taken the notion “sky
is the limit’ to heart. Andrei Bushmarin reports from Kocurek's
home base in Ipswich, Suffolk.

Kocurek’s headquarters and manufacturing facility in
Ipswich, UK.

For years, Kocurek has remained a riddle wrapped in a
mystery inside an enigma. Despite the fact that Kocurek machines operate all over the globe, very little was
known about the company itself. It took a trip to Ipswich
to get to know the company and uncover its secrets.

Owner in oil-stained overalls
Born in the UK to a Polish father and a British mother,
David Kocurek personifies the idea of a self-made man.
He did not receive any formal education in engineering,
but thanks to his natural ability for machine building
he managed to achieve some remarkable heights. Being
the very opposite of an "office person", at work he is
dressed in oil-stained overalls just like any other Kocurek
worker on production floor.
When David started his business back in 1983,
he quite literally lived on the job. He had his caravan
parked outside of Kocurek’s original facility in Ipswich
to which he returned to rest after day's work. In its
formative years, Kocurek operated a plant hire company
primarily serving the drainage and extractive industries.
Its modus operandi changed in the late 90s when it
graduated into demolition with the focus on making
its own machinery. The company sold off its plant hire
fleet to avoid any speculation of conflict of interest with
customers and started offering excavator-modifying
services to specialist contractors.

KOCUREK:

A one-off company

Kocurek family with the founder David Kocurek in the middle.
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“Good men are hard to find”
Those who have never visited Kocurek’s
facility would find it hard to believe how
much work can be done with a workforce
of just 60. Given Kocurek’s chosen specialty,
many operations are not routine and every
machine the company builds is different. In
a business like this, experienced and skilful
personnel are crucial.
Kocurek is proud of its staff, and the
feeling is mutual. The company boasts a very
low staff turnover, with dozens of employees
racking up over 10 years of service. Kocurek sales
manager Ron Callan is the prime example. Callan
began his career in 1956 as an apprentice and after over
50 years of selling excavators, rope-operated cranes and
draglines in England and Ireland, there is very little he
does not know about construction machinery. Ron was
a salesman at a company called Priestman Bros when
he first met David Kocurek in 1982, and their paths
have remained intertwined ever since. In 1998 when
Kocurek zeroed in on the excavator conversion business,

BREAK
THE LIMITS
Designed and manufactured to the highest of standards, the new
9033 is the most powerful, durable and reliable hammer to ever
join Rammer’s line up. Starting with its heavy duty housing, which
features a reinforced and wear resistant lower boot, the 9033 also
features all the key traits for which professional users have come to
expect from Rammer.

Sandvik Mining and Construction Oy / Lahti, Finland / +358 205 44 151 / rammer@sandvik.com / www.rammer.com

The Cat 6015B-based ultra highreach demolition rig is now being
used by specialist contractor DSM
to demolish the Tottenham Hotspur
football stadium in London.

Ron Callan – Kocurek’s longtime sales director.

The Liebherr R9150-based machine designed
and built for Swiss contractor Aregger AG to
perform demolition work on local sites.

“It’s unbelievable how much work can be done
with a workforce of just 60 people”.

A clever lifting and moving
contraption devised by Kocurek.
Work-in-progress.

Hydraulically Raised Cab (HRC) is one of Kocurek’s most
popular conversions.

David asked him to join the company in the capacity
of sales manager. This was the proverbial offer that Ron
could not refuse. He currently leads a sales team, which
includes another long term employee Fred Stearn, who is
also involved in product development, and Alan Bamber.

“Nothing is impossible” attitude
Its low profile notwithstanding, Kocurek has no shortage of orders. No customer is ever turned down, but
sometimes they have to wait for a slot in its production
schedule. The lead times for smaller excavators average
between 10 and 12 weeks, while it might take up to eight
months to put together a large customized machine.
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In order to optimize production, Kocurek has
developed two basic excavator ranges. The high-reach
one featuring a non-telescopic boom is built around 22t
to 90t carriers. The ultra high-reach series comprises
50t to 150t machines equipped with telescopic booms.
Within this range Kocurek has about 30 standard variations to offer its demolition clients. However, it is the
cornerstone of Kocurek’s philosophy that it takes on
board the initial concept with a customer and designs
it through to manufacture and completion. Kocurek
does not distinguish between the makes of carriers. At
customers’ requests it can build a rig on a base machine
of any existing make.

Over the course of 20 years, Kocurek has designed
and customised over 600 demolition rigs. The latest two
were rolled out in June. One was an ultra high-reach
demolition rig based on a 140t Cat 6015B excavator
with a maximum working pin height of 70m. It is currently in use with the UK specialist contractor DSM
Demolition assisting with dismantling the Tottenham
Hotspur football stadium in London.
The other is a 130t Liebherr R9150 excavator customized for the Switzerland-based company Aregger to
perform high-reach demolition work on local sites. In its
heaviest 321.5t configuration this demolition monster
can operate a crusher weighing 25t at a height of up
to 31m. Both of these “beasts of destruction” feature
extending undercarriage, tilting cab, cab guard and
hydraulically removable counterweight.

www.kocurek.com

Made in Japan
TOKU Pneumatic Co., Ltd.
3-4, 4-Chome Katakasu, Hakata-ku,
Fukuoka, 812-0043, Japan
Tel: +81-92-431-0401
Fax: +81-92-431-1014
www.toku-net.co.jp/en/

Sweden’s currently

biggest demolition
contractor
Lotus is not a new demolition player in the Swedish arena,
but has, through acquisitions of the well-known demolition
contractors Rivab, Swedish Demolition Group and Rivners,
become Sweden’s largest provider of pure demolition services.
Jan Hermansson reports.
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The Swedish demolition map has been re-written. During the last two to three years a number of acquisitions
has taken place between the larger demolition and
concrete cutting contractors in Sweden. For years the
biggest player was DEMCOM (formerly Lodab) with
an annual turn over around €20M. Then the Finnish
contractor Delete started to pay interest to the Swedish
market and acquired a number of smaller and medium
sized demolition contractors, including DEMCOM in
2016. The turn over for Delete in Sweden jumped to
€52M. However, Delete services also include damage
control, high power vacuuming, industrial cleaning,
services for properties and demolition and recycling.
Delete is still a huge demolition contractor, maybe the

In 2012 Lotus acquired the Gothenburg based demolition and concrete cutting contractors Rivab, establishing
a strong foothold in the west side of Sweden. Lotus also
acquired 33% of the Swedish Demolition Group in 2014.
But what placed Lotus, as the largest pure Swedish demolition contractor, was the acquisition of the demolition
company Rivners in December last year.
Rivners is the oldest Swedish demolition contractor and was founded in the 1950s and has always been
one of the 10 largest and most respected demolition
contractors in Sweden. When Rivners was acquired the
remaining shares in the Swedish Demolition Group were
acquired by Lotus. The total turnover last year reached
some €40M and for this year the expectations are to
reach some €50M only in demolition, recycling and
concrete cutting services. Currently the group employs
some 200 people. The holding company is still Lotus

Maskin with its subsidiaries Rivab and Rivners. All three
brand names will continue.
“Our goal is not to be the biggest with the highest
turn over. We want to be the best supplier of demolition
services, including the most efficient, most competitive, safest and with the highest quality of all aspects,”
said one of the owners of Lotus Maskin and Transport
and chief executive John Segerlund. “But I think with
the speed we are keeping right now our turnover and
number of employees will increase extensively during
the coming years.”

Powerful resources
The current demolition market in Sweden is very good.
"The availability of jobs is great, but it does not mean
that we get all we bet on. Competition is still hard,”
said Rivners former owner Richard Steen.

Danne Jensen, Johnny Gfrörer, John
Segerlund, Kjell Steen and Richard Steen.

biggest in the Nordic region but in Sweden we have a
challenger.

Strategic acquisitions
During 2016 and in the beginning of 2017 another
large player in Sweden Lotus Maskin has started to grow
extensively through acquisitions. Based in Stockholm.
Lotus entered the demolition industry in 2009. It was
founded in 1997 by Seppo Soumela and Margaretha
Segerlund and the company worked with construction
machinery services and transports. These services are still
important but currently demolition, recycling, concrete
cutting and industrial cleaning services represents some
75% of the services.
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John Segerlund.

Kjell Steen (left) and
Johnny Gefrörer.

Danne Jensen.

"Within the group, we have a very pronounced
policy to follow and live up to laws and regulations in,
for example, safety and environmental considerations,”
said another Rivners former owner Kjell Steen. “The
requirements are also tight and those who do not follow them get out pretty quickly. However, I would
like to see more of the buyers not just looking at price
when choosing a contractor. We really guarantee that
the services we perform are capable of being tested.
Lotus also follows a purposeful plan on how to be more
environmentally conscious and sustainable in its work.
Additionally, Lotus, Rivners and Rivab are all certified
according to Bf9k quality system and are members of
the Swedish Demolition Association.”
With the parent company Lotus Maskin and
Transport and the subsidiaries Rivab, SDG and Rivners,
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the group also has extensive resources of a huge fleet of
machinery. Today, the group has about 140 construction
machines. Of these, about 40 are demolition-equipped
excavators weighing between 5t to 120t, of which nine
have high reach booms ranging from 20m to 43m. Most
of the machines are from Hitachi, Komatsu, Caterpillar
Liebherr and Volvo.
The group also has about 40 different types of
compact loaders, mainly Bobcat, and 20 demolition
robots, mainly from Brokk, in sizes from Brokk 50
and up to Brokk 400. They also have 20 to 30 vehicles,
such as pickup trucks, freight trucks, service vehicles,
vans, cranes, trailers, mobile screens, waste containers and recycling crusher. In addition there is a vast
variety of hydraulic tools, such as hydraulic hammers,
concrete crushers, shears, pulverisers, sorting grabs and

steel nibblers between 400kg and 10t. "We definitely
have Sweden's largest specialized machine park for the
business we work in,” said Steen.
All administrative activity has been transferred
to Lotus head office in Norsborg, Stockholm and was
completed in February. Machines and all other equipment are stored at a separate facility with an associated
workshop and store of 45,000m2. Lotus also has its own
400,000m2 concrete yard close to the office in Norsborg.
The switch to the new Lotus has worked well and
is equipped to continue the venture and development
of the group.

www.lotusab.se
www.rivab.nu
www.demoleringsgruppen.se
www.rivners.se

GET
MORE
DONE
Industry leading performance.

Our power cutter solutions cut
more than just concrete, they
also make quick work of
natural rock, hardscape, stone,
dry stack, masonry, brick —
pretty much any hard surface.
• Square corners with no overcuts
• Precise openings of all shapes and sizes
• Egress window
• Deep plunge cuts (up to 25”*)
• Landscape and hardscape jobs
• Confined spaces

Available in gas, hydraulic
and pneumatic power
CALL TO ORDER: 800.321.1240
EMAIL: orders@icsdiamondtools.com

*25” with the hydraulic or pneumatic powered cutters.
© 2017 ICS | Blount Inc. Pricing and specifications subject to change without notice.

ICSDIAMONDTOOLS.COM

DITCH WITCH launches MT9 Micro trencher attachment
Ditch Witch has introduced the new MT9 micro
trencher attachment to work in tandem with the Ditch
Witch line of mini skid steers.
The MT9 creates clean, shallow trenches up to
228mm deep and 9.5mm to 38mm wide. A patented blade
plunge provides variable depth control while the machine
is in operation. It works with the FX65 vacuum excavator
to create a clean trench in one pass by removing spoil.
“Traditional fibre installation methods lack the
speed and efficiency to be cost-effective for contractors
in many residential areas”, said, Ditch Witch product

manager, heavy-duty tractors Steve Seabolt. “Our new
MT9 minimizes the space required to operate, avoiding
hurdles found in confined, tight and urban jobsites.”
Designed specifically for street crossings, the ability to push or pull the micro trencher keeps the saw
in the ground for more efficient and accurate cuts. By
eliminating the need to realign during a cut, operators are able to complete the cut faster and produce
a better finish.
The MT9 works with the Ditch Witch PDC Fiber
blade that contains diamond embedded carbide and

is proven to last up to 20 times longer than standard
blades.
The MT9 is backed by a network of over 175
dealer locations worldwide.

Hard work
or smart work?

Legacy buildings
use steel frames
INTRODUCING
BROKK 500

Successful demolition projects are about brainpower. About finding new, efficient
ways of doing the work in order to increase profits and outsmart the competition.
The new Brokk 500 is pushing the boundaries even further. With Brokk SmartPowerTM
– the intelligent electrical system that ensures better performance and higher
availability, a new, more powerful breaker and even better serviceability, our
latest brainchild will give you a distinct, competitive edge.

Intelligent
Demolition Power
Brokk AB Skellefteå, Sweden | www.brokk.com

In the US Legacy Building Solutions fabric structures
provide a high level of flexibility for waste and recycling
facilities, compost covers and waste-to-energy plants.
They use a rigid frame in place of the hollow-tube,
providing advantages of customizing buildings to the
exact width, length and height required. In addition to
long clear spans, the buildings have straight sidewalls
that maximize the useable area in the structure.
The design allows for more structural flexibility
than traditional fabric structures, including the ability to
add lean-tos, mezzanines, sidewall doors and more. The
structures also provide overhangs or handle additional
loads for items such as sprinklers and conveyors.
Legacy buildings feature fabric roofs that eliminate
the corrosion concerns associated with metal facilities. A
wide variety of polyethylene and PVC fabrics are available. The durable fabric allows natural light to permeate
the structure during daytime hours, while insulation and
liners can be added to meet energy codes or customer
specifications.
Installation is up to three times faster than conventional buildings, and the design can be adjusted for
stationary or portable applications. Sidewalls can be
customized and built with any desired material and then
lined with fabric to prevent corrosion to the interior, or
to create a seamless look for occupied buildings.
Legacys was the first manufacturer of fabric-covered
buildings to incorporate structural steel beams instead
of open web trusses. The company offers assistance from
concept to completion, including renderings, foundation design, installation and project management.

www.legacybuildingsolutions.com
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GAINING GROUND WITH US!

LET YOUR GRINDER DO THE JOB!
REMOTE CONTROLLED FLOOR GRINDERS

NEW
Suitable for large areas DSM 800RC
or for agile and versatile use DSM 650RC
oﬀering considerably enhanced operator
comfort and a high level of productivity
WATCH OUR VIDEO ABOUT
THE RC PRODUCT FAMILY ONLINE

Made in Germany
www.schwamborn.com

...gaining ground with us!

VOLVO MAKES A

SPLASH IN COLORADO

In the US Colorado-based contractor, Whinnery Construction is
using Volvo excavators with a rocksaw attachment to improve the
Animas River in the Durango Whitewater Park, ensuring a safe
passage for white water enthusiasts.

Situated along a 203km section of the Colorado River
System, the park is one of the nation’s top whitewater
stretches with flow rates up to 170m3/s. It is undergoing
a US$60,000 (€50,400) renovation to widen and lower
the existing structures. Whinnery Construction, based in
Lake City, Colorado, is working on two of the structures
that involves trimming rocks, secured in concrete. The
company, that has teamed up with S2o Design is a leading design and engineering company involved in white
water park design and river engineering projects, such
as the 2012 Olympics canoe slalom course.
Over the last two decades, Whinnery Construction
has performed river restoration projects across Colorado,
Wyoming, Illinois, New Mexico, and Texas – many
completed in conjunction with local engineering firm
S2O Design. With prestigious jobs like designing the
2012 London Olympics whitewater course and the
Riversport Rapids whitewater centre in Oklahoma City
in its back catalogue, S2O Design is the ideal partner
for the Durango Whitewater Park project. “Whinnery
has excelled at projects that require precise cutting of
natural rock to ensure each piece can withstand fluctuating water currents,” said S20 Design founder and
three-time Olympic kayaker Scott Shipley.
The project includes structural integrity of the rock,
recreational performance, and high-quality aesthetics
that improve the flow for recreationalists and fish navigation channels. “River restoration is a seasonal business,”

said Whinnery Construction founder Stan Whinnery.
“The summer is the optimum time because the water
is low, but it also happens to be the peak of white water
rafting and kayaking expeditions. The Spring provides
a very small window of opportunity for us, when the
weather warms and the water starts to flow.”
“We needed to modify the previously placed rocks
to change the character of the waves at high flow,” said
S20 Design project engineer Nathan Werner. “The existing rock structures in the park are concreted together, so
there was no easy way to make even a minor adjustment.”
Breakers could not be used to crack and reset the
rocks because the expansion grout creates small fractures
within the rock that would shatter by the force of the
breaker. Whinnery came up with the idea to use a rocksaw to score the rock, followed by a hydraulic hammer
fitted on a skid steer, for a clean finish without shattering
or cracking the bedrock.
Whinnery Construction and S2O Design opted to
use Volvo construction equipment, including EC250D
and EC300E excavators with proportional two pump
flow, offering greater control for precise and fast operation. “We use a thumb attachment to stack the rocks,”
said Whinnery. “When you have a 4t rock on the end
of the boom, with a crewmember making sure it's sited
correctly, you need a powerful, stable machine. Or, if
you are using a rocksaw making a 6mm wide cut through
1m thick rock, the precision has to be perfect.

The Volvo excavator offers stability on the slippery
terrain.

The Volvo excavator is equipped with a rocksaw attachment that cuts the boulders When making minor adjustments to the man-made rocks, precision is paramount.
with hairline accuracy.
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Europe’s Largest Demolition Show

September 27-28, 2018
InfraCity, Stockholm
With the Swedish Demolition Award 2018.
Look out for the registration documents.

www.demcon.se

HYUNDAI 120T EXCAVATOR
ON MAJOR EUROPEAN DEMOLITION PROJECT
Démolition et terrassement XL Sàrl from Nidderkuer,
Luxembourg, has been using the largest 120t Hyundai
excavator, the R1200-9, on a major demolition project
in Luxembourg City. Fitted with a 7t hydraulic breaker
the Hyundai excavator, the first one in Europe, is breaking out concrete foundations to make way for a 35m
deep, six storey underground car park
The excavator was sold by Hyundai dealer for Belgium and Luxembourg, HMB. “The owner of Démolition et terrassement XL Sàrl, Carlos Alberto Rodrigues
de Sousa, came to see us at Bauma in 2016, where
we concluded the deal,” said HMB joint owners Paul
Verbiest and Tom Haesevoets. “He was already familiar
with the Hyundai range and has 12 Hyundai machines
in his fleet. For this special project he was looking for a
machine of substantial size to complete the task. What
really convinced him was the combination of the quality and efficiency of the Hyundai machines, a good
price and our excellent service and good relationship
with his company. We are very proud to contribute to
this project.”
The excavator, powered by a 567kW turbocharged
diesel engine, was designed for heavy earthmoving,
stationary digging and long-reach demolition duties.
The standard equipment includes double grouser shoes
of 710mm, 800mm and 900 mm in width. For this
demolition job, the client was looking for narrow shoes,
which will also be used for the excavator’s next assignment at a quarry near Luxembourg City.
The excavator has a computer aided power opti-
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mization system ensuring optimum performance from
the engine and the two hydraulic pumps. The different
power modes serve specific working loads. The system
also has auto deceleration and a power boost. The LCD
display monitors engine speed, coolant and hydraulic
oil temperatures and the diagnostic error codes. At the
push of a button, the operator can select boom/swing
priority and power mode settings.
The operator has the option of selecting the power

mode appropriate to the job, materials or attachment.
The three power modes ensure maximum engine performance, high speed and optimum fuel efficiency. Power
mode ensures maximum machine speed and power
for maximum productivity. Standard mode provides
reduced engine speed for optimum performance and
improved fuel economy. Economy mode adapts flow and
engine power to specific load conditions for maximum
fuel efficiency and controllability.

THE SMART TECHNOLOGY
FOR SURFACE PREPARATION
MILLING / PLANING

· RM-400 - 400mm working width
· Built for high production on
concrete and asphalt
· Hydrostatic-drive

GRINDING/REMOVING

Remote Controlled Demolition Robots
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· RM-320 - 320mm
working width
· Successful grinding/planing
of concrete and asphalt
· Large variety of cutters
· Self-propelled

info@toptec-germany.de • www.toptec-germany.de

www.hatz-diesel.com

THE MODERN POWER
PACKAGES OF THE H-SERIES

POLISHING

· BS-800 - 800mm working width
· Concrete surfaces
· Terrazzo, marble
· Unique patented planetary
system

SAFETY GROOVING /
SURFACE CORRECTION
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3- and 4-cylinder turbo diesel engines with
Bosch common rail technology
• 46 or 62 kW power, 1,5 or 2 litres displacement
• Compact installation dimensions at
only 133 or 152 kg weight
• Highest fuel efficiency in their class
• Tier 4f compliant with DOC only/without DPF
• Premium components, made in Germany
•

CREATING POWER SOLUTIONS.

· SM-320 - 320mm working width
· Where cars, people, airplanes
and animals go
· The diamond-drum
concrete shaver
All equipment with dust collection systems!
FOR SURFACE PREPARATION
www.airtec.ch - info@airtec.ch

New tools from HTC
The new HTC Superprep tool series includes new and
enhanced tools for all types of floor preparation jobs.
The tools have been specifically developed for the coarsest floor grinding jobs, when thick coatings are to be
removed or floors levelled.
Special focus has been put on making work faster

through tools with exceptionally high grinding capacity.
At the same time, improved service life for the tools is
also assured leading to improved profitability.
In common for all 24 tools in the new series is
the new green colour and the easy method for making
the right choice. The optimum tool is easily identified

using a simple visual guide printed on the tool carton
and in the boxes.
All tools in the series are best used with HTC’s floor
grinders and dust extractors for maximum synergic effects with, for example, the AirFlow technology.

www.htc-floorsystems.com

SWB

wear parts for
impact crushing

HTC Launches New Dust
Extractor for Floor Grinding
The new HTC D60 dust extractor has been designed
particularly for use with HTC Duratiq floor grinders
with a grinding width of 600mm to 700 mm. The
Duratiq remote connection, automatic filter cleaning
and integrated pre-separation produce synergic effects of increased productivity and grinding capacity.
Automatic filter cleaning along with integrated
pre-separation ensures continuous operation and
consistent and safe dust extraction over time. Other
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benefits are the extremely compact dimensions and
HEPA H13 filters with a quick-lock change system.
The HTC D60 is 680mm wide and 1.4m high
in the transport position and is equipped with a
digital control panel for monitoring functions. An
LCD display provides information of the factors for
optimum dust extraction, such as airflow, underpressure and filter status.

www.htc-floorsystems.com

Stahlwerke Bochum presented its product range and
service package at Steinexpo. These included application consulting, wear-resistant castings, as well as all
components that are required for economic plant operation. SWB experts were on hand to offer individual
consultancy meetings.
SWB manufactures highly wear-resistant tools
and components aimed at improving the efficiency of
the processing equipment in which they are used. Dependent on the level of wear SWB supplies wear parts
made of low and high alloy steel as well as of special
cast materials for highest levels of wear. Individual heat
treatment gives the wear parts their final grade to match
the highest requirements.

www.stahlwerke-bochum.com

CECE president meets
EU Commission vice president
Curtain sprayer from

HYDRARAM

A Hydraram HDS multi nozzle spray cannon produces a
fine mist curtain that binds with dust and odour particles
in the air. These bound particles then fall to the ground,
effectively washing the air.
The systems are claimed to be more effective and
durable than traditional systems, because less water is
needed and consumed. The problem with sludge on
site and muddy machinery or vehicles is removed with
the Hydraram. A Hydraram cannon provides a better
impression on clients, such as local authorities and
environmental agencies. A better working environment
can also be created for site employees because all dust
and odour is removed.
The Hydraram HDS-series spray cannon can be
used on all applications where dust and odour needs
to be eliminated, such as dusty demolition sites, road
construction sites, crushing plants, cement plants, steel
plants, transfer stations, landfills and much more.

C&D

To help safeguard the competitiveness of the European industrial base, to create jobs and to instil
new sustainable economic growth in Europe, the
European manufacturing industry is requesting a
holistic industrial policy strategy and action plan
at EU level. In a meeting with Commission vice
president Jyrki Katainen in Brussels, Committee
for European Construction Equipment President
Bernd Holz emphasised how vital a coherent industrial policy could be for the future of construction
equipment manufacturing in Europe.
Among the relevant points Holz highlighted
market surveillance, international trade and regulatory
compliance. He said that he appreciated the interest
and the hands-on approach of Katainen and confirmed
CECE’s readiness to deliver examples of burdensome
regulation, as well as new initiatives that could be put in
place to reach the goal of 20% of EU GDP by industry.
Katainen confirmed the Commission’s willingness and commitment to support EU industrial competitiveness and looks forward to receiving further
input on policy measures and initiatives.
In the European Commission the initiative is

an issue of controversy. Unanimous support, however, comes from the Member States expressed by
the Competitiveness Council and endorsed by the
Council Summit and from several MEPs from all
political groups in the European Parliament. CECE
is contributing input to the upcoming Parliament
resolution calling on the Commission to propose
the industrial policy strategy, to be adopted at its
next plenary session.
CECE’s main request is to give Europe’s manufacturing industry the means to increase the share
of industry in the European GDP to 20% by 2020.
The major fields of action defined include issues
like reducing the administrative burden of complying with EU legislation, ensuring fair competition
through better market surveillance, seeking greater
international policy alignment to avoid technical
barriers to trade, access to finance, digitalisation
and new business models or investment in skills
and talents. 128 European trade associations of
the European manufacturing industry including
CECE recently issued a joint declaration backing
this request.

C&D RECYCLING

concrete, asphalt, metal, wood

SHORT SET-UP TIMES
hooklift truck transport

TRACK SYSTEM

guarantees mobility

ARJES GmbH

Werksplatz 1

D-36433 Leimbach / Germany
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✉ info@arjes.de
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IT TRANSFORMS...
YOUR PROFITS
Utilize and reuse all the demolition waste.
ALLU Transformer enables reuse of the material you
already have available - or just make a profit from it.

YOUR CAP-EX
ALLU Transformer turns your loader or excavator into
a multi-function machine that can load and process in
a one step operation replacing overlapping machines
at your jobsite. Why invest in several machines when
ALLU Transformer does it all.

YOUR WASTE
Cash from trash. Screen, process and sort your
waste materials into valuable material with ALLU
Transformer.

ALLU.NET

ALLU Finland Oy
Jokimäentie 1, 16320 Pennala, Finland
Tel: +358 (0)3 882 140
Fax: +358 (0)3 882 1440, Email: info@allu.net

Emission Control
CONEXPO-CON/AGG 2017

Las Vegas - Booth: S5877

EVOQUIP

Wheel Washing Systems

Dust Control Systems

www.mobydick.com
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at Steinexpo
EvoQuip together with its German
distributor Opperman & Fuss exhibited
at Steinexpo 2017 and showed the Bison
120 jaw crusher. “Our experience as a
distributor of specialized crushing and
screening equipment for 40 years, means
that we can count on a strong focus on
customer support, one of our core principles,” said Oppermann & Fuss director
Peter Oppermann. “Extensive industry
experience also means that Oppermann
& Fuss already has strong relationships
with customers.” In addition to sales
opportunities, Oppermann & Fuss will
provide parts, service and warranty support for EvoQuip equipment. Financing
options will also be available.
The Bison 120 has been designed
for operators for whom versatility, ma-

neuverability and transportability are of
key importance. It is small enough to
fit inside a container for transport but
strong enough to withstand the toughest
of applications. The Bison 120 features
a 680mm x 400mm single toggle jaw
crusher that can be adjusted hydraulically using the remote control. The jaw is
driven hydraulically allowing customers
the ability to reverse the crusher to clear a
blockage as well as being able to run in reverse permanently for sticky applications.
The ability to adjust the jaw setting and
operate the plant fully from the remote
control allows for fast and simple set up.
With its intuitive operation, quick set-up
times, compact size and ease of transport
the Bison 120 is the ideal solution for all
small to medium sized operators.

STRENGTHEN

YOUR

CORE
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IMPLEMENTING
EU Waste Management
After discussions with economic actors for
several years the EU Commission published the EU Waste Management Protocol
last autumn. The European construction
material recycling branch supported and
endorsed the Waste Management Protocol.
This pointed to appropriate political and
other framework conditions for dealing
with construction and demolition wastes
as the key for a successful circular economy
in construction.
Now actions should follow the findings,
according to the president of the European
Quality Association for Recycling Manfred
Wierichs. (EQAR). A high recycling and
utilization rate of mineral construction and
demolition wastes may be only reached if
a high quality of the recycled construction
materials will be guaranteed. This requires
explorations of contaminants to be carried
out before starting demolition, planning
in advance the selective demolition and
clarifying the possibilities of utilization.
From the viewpoint of EQAR the Austrian
regulations and in particular the Austrian
standard B3151 Demolition of structures
as standard demolition method should be
considered as a benchmark.
Wierichs criticizes that the decisive
acceptance factor for construction material recycling is lacking. This is the more
incomprehensible as recycled construction materials are subject to harmonized
European construction product standards

in conformity with the EU Construction
Products Regulation and have to be marked
by CE. With the European test standards
for environmental compatibility of aggregates about to be passed product status
for recycled construction materials may be
defined on a European level.
Mineral construction and demolition
wastes are valuable resources where quality
recycled construction products may be produced which are at least equal to primary
construction materials in technological,
ecological and also economic respect. That
is why the dumping prohibitions and fees
taken into consideration in the WMP may
be renounced, as they would only raise the
costs of construction in Europe, according
to Wierichs.
The WMP questions the implementation of the existing legal regulations in the
individual EU member states. However,
without an accordingly compelling implementation misuse and improper dumping
of mineral wastes may not be prevented,
according to Wierichs.
EQAR sees a clear need for action in
some EU member states. Only by eliminating implementation deficits improving
simultaneously the framework conditions
for construction material recycling it will
be possible to implement the utilization
rate of 70% for mineral wastes throughout Europe as required by the EC Waste
Framework Directive.
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“We undercut any
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bucket crushers”
Dominik & Alexander Hartl
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Sedelhöfe, a new residential and retail sector under construction
in Ulm, a German city on the Danube. Outdated buildings and
infrastructure had to be demolished. Photo: KEMROC

KEMROC DMW 220 cutter wheel demolishes

UNDERGROUND PARKING GARAGE
Based in Ichenhausen near Ulm, Prünstner is a small
demolition and core drilling company whose success is
built on a reputation for completing jobs requiring unconventional methods or equipment. The main contractor, Züblin Spezialtiefbau GmbH, had subcontracted
Prünstner to work with them on a project to construct a
turnkey foundation for a new residential and retail area
called “Sedelhöfe”, located opposite the main railway
station in Ulm. Around June 2017 Prünstner received
the contract to demolish and remove a four-story parking garage in a built-up area close to Ulm city center.
Instead of using conventional breakers and shearers for
this job, the 40 ton excavator was fitted with a cutter
wheel to break the concrete structure into pieces.
As to be expected, the underground garage was
made up of extremely large concrete segments. Both
the excavator operator and the Managing Director, Karl
Prünstner senior were very skeptical when it came to the
use of the cutter wheel but encouraged by job site reports
in magazines, they decided to give it a try. They rented
the cutter wheel for a trial period and had the attachment
delivered to site. The interior parking decks had already
been removed using an excavator with conventional
breaker and shear attachments. All that was remaining
was the empty shell consisting of 18m high, heavily
re-enforced, thick walls, an overlapping bored pile wall
located behind the concrete walls and the re-enforced
concrete base. In addition to the concrete structures,
the contract also included the removal of 180,000 m3 of
soil and overburden. This had to be completed within
a very tight schedule with all the constraints associated
with projects in city center environments. Noise was a
particular problem and the project had to be completed
with the minimum amount of noise possible.
Most of the people on site were surprised to see the
wheel cutting through 30mm diameter rebar. When the
cutter wheel attachment was used for the first time, the
excavator operator cut a 13 m long, 100 cm deep slot
through the garage wall into the bored pile wall behind it.
At this point, the site personnel were convinced that the
cutter wheel could do the job. Slots were then cut from
top to bottom in the heavily re-enforced internal concrete
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The “Sedelhöfe” job site is located in a new retail and residential
development project opposite the main railway station in the
German city of Ulm. Before construction could start the old
infrastructure had to be cleared which included the demolition
of a four-story underground parking garage. Demolition specialists
Prünstner used a KEMROC DMW 220 cutter wheel to remove the
thick, occasionally heavily re-enforced, concrete structure in
record time and without any noise.
wall, dividing it into approximately 4m wide sections. A
100 ton excavator was then used to topple the sections
into the empty center of old garage where they were
broken down into transportable pieces using breakers and
shearers. The next stage was to use the breakers to remove
the section of the piled walls that were not re-enforced
and then to remove the last sections of the wall containing
rebar. Finally, the 60 to 80 cm thick re-enforced concrete
base was cut into 4 x 4 m sections with a cutting speed of
2 m per minute. These sections were raised onto rubble
and reduced in size using breakers.

Quicker and quieter, ideal for use in the city
The rebar contained in the cut sections of concrete
wall were in lengths that could be easily transported in
containers. This was an additional benefit from using the
cutter wheel that saved a considerable amount of time
and money. The concrete sections were passed through
a mobile crusher set to a particle size of 0/45 allowing
the rebar to be separated easily from the concrete which
could then be sold as road building material without any
additional handling.
Powerful and silent, strong and efficient – these
were the words used by Karl Prünstner senior to
describe working with the KEMROC cutter wheel.
He said, “We achieved more in 10 minutes with one
40 ton excavator and the cutter wheel than we did in
one hour using two excavators fitted with breakers.
The consumable cost was around Euro 20 per meter

cut which was comparable to the cost of consumables
with the breakers. However, the cutter wheel was
significantly quieter than the breakers: 107 dB(A)
was recorded on site with breakers compared to 97.1
dB(A) from the cutter wheel which was quieter than
the noise from the excavator!”.
The engineers at Prünstner have already included
the use of the cutter wheel in their repertoire of demolition methods. The Managing Director considers it as a
fast, quiet tool for infrastructure renovation projects in
urban areas and it can also be used in a wide variety of
demolition applications where surrounding structures
need to be protected.

The demolition and foundations specialist company
Prünstner uses a KEMROC ERW 220 cutter wheel to demolish an underground parking garage. Photo: KEMROC
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DEMO EXPO

From the 22 to 24 June the third joint National Federation
of Demolition Contractors and Institute of Demolition
Engineers Demo Expo was held at the Hertfordshire
Showground near St. Albans, UK. This bi-annual event
saw over 50 exhibitors showcase equipment and
solutions to over 5,000 visitors.

THE UK’S BIGGEST DEMOLITION SHOW
Demo Expo saw manufacturers and dealers display
equipment, which in many cases have proved ideal for
the demolition industry. In addition there were many
items, which received their formal introduction to the
UK demolition industry. These items ranged from the
very small, yet vital tools and equipment, to huge
crushers and excavators.

On the show ground
As well as a covered pavilion and demonstration area,
the main forum for exhibitors was the main show
ground. Here there were displays of equipment of all
sizes, with the common feature being their suitability
for the demolition industry. This included some highly
advanced technology being displayed with demolition
robots being firmly represented.
Gnat UK showed the Brokk 800 3 phase electric,
or diesel model, which weighs 11t without attachment,
with the model possessing a reach of 9.4m. Gnat UK
operates the largest hire fleet of Brokk and Husqvarna
equipment in Europe, and had experts on hand to
show how these machines can help with a variety of
demolition tasks.
Remoquip featured Husqvarna’s five demolition robots, from the 15kW DXR 140 with 360° rotating arm,
to the 22kW DXR 310 with telescopic arms. Weights
range from 985kg to 2t. All machines are equipped with
Bluetooth remote control.
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Breaking force
A wide array of hydraulic breakers, hammers and demolition attachments provided visitors the opportunity
to view a cross section of solutions from a variety of
manufacturers. These ranged from small, hand held
breakers, to large equipment fitted to huge excavators.
Simex displayed the Socomec heavy hydraulic
breaker range. This consists of seven models suitable for
excavators from 15t to 65t. These all possess tie rods with
a new profile and a tightening system, which provides

enhanced elasticity and resistance. The company’s DMS
range was also exhibited consisting of six models ranging
from the 60kg to the 400kg for excavators up to 8.5t.
ECY Haulmark displayed the full range of Furukawa hydraulic breakers for excavators in the 0.5t
to100t class. This included the latest of the FX range
of small breakers through to the FXJ range for heavy
demolition and quarrying applications. Indeco Breakers were represented with a cross section of its range,
which includes fuel saving technology and an intelligent

hydraulic system. An array of Dehaco IBEX breakers
was shown that incorporate a housing, which makes
them suited to demolition applications.
Perhaps the largest range of breakers shown was by
Rammer’s UK distributor, Murray Plant, who introduced Rammer’s 9033 hydraulic breaker. This model
is said to possess a 22% higher input power, which
significantly increases impact rate and productivity
compared to its predecessor. Weigh 7t, the 9033 is
suitable for carriers in the 60t to 120t weight range and
possesses an impact rate on the long stroke setting from
450blows/min to 520.
Amongst its excavators and loading shovels, space
on the JCB stand was given to its large, medium and
small breakers. The range varies from small hand held
equipment to large hydraulic hammers for the biggest
excavators. These combine high levels of impact energy
with compact construction to give class-leading power
to weight performance.

Demolition attachments
Related to breakers and hammers, and often shown
by the same manufacturers and dealers, were ranges of
shears, pulverizers and other demolition attachments.
BPH Attachments launched its new range of demolition
shears to suit 3t to 280t machines.
Primal Equipment exhibited its specialized range
of demolition attachments, which included buckets,
grapples, pulverizers, rippers and riddle buckets. ECY
Haulmark displayed the VTN Europe crushing and
screening attachments including the new VTN DSG
series of screening buckets. Worsley Plant gave pride
of place to what is claimed to be the largest crushing
bucket in the UK, as well as the Rotar range of demolition attachments.
Rammer exhibited its relatively new range of attachments, including cutter-crushers, scrap shears and
pulverizers. The ranges include full hydraulic rotation
for faster and more precise positioning, rotation protection, heat-treated pins and bushes, and weld free
cylinder rods.
Atlas Copco and Takeuchi jointly displayed elements of the Atlas Copco excavator attachment range.
This included concrete busters and breakers, crusher
buckets and grapples, as well as hybrid power mini excavators, designed to use Atlas Copco breakers. Remoquip
exhibited the LaBounty’s range of MSD scrap shears and
pulverizers, and International Marketers exhibited some
of the MBI buckets and attachments

Mobile screening and crushing
Mobile crushing and screening manufacturers were out
in force at Demo Expo, although some big names were

SUPER LIGHT, SUPER POWER

THE ONLY ONE

OF THIS CATEGORY WITH
STANDARD TWIN BOOSTER
TWIN BOOSTER

CRUSHING FORCE: 130t

HYDRAULIC
CRUSHER
FOR 3 TO 6 TONS
EXCAVATORS

sales@mantovanibenne.com
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missing. What made some of the exhibits of particular
interest was that they covered some of the most recent
advances in equipment technology that have been developed specifically for the requirements of the demolition
industry. Again these ranged from the compact to the
truly massive.
Powerscreen’s UK distributor, Blue Machinery,
exhibited the latest mobile jaw crusher the Premiertrak
400X. This has been designed for medium scale operators, and includes hydraulic adjust and hydraulic release.
Following a developing trend in the UK industry, Blue
Machinery also displayed two of Powerscreen’s new
EvoQuip range of mini crushers, the EvoQuip Bison 120
jaw crusher and the EvoQuip Cobra 230 impact crusher.
Doyle Equipment also exhibited a compact solution in the
form of the Arjes Impaktor 250 for medium sized contractors. The tracked machine is designed to crush a variety of
materials including rubble, concrete, asphalt and bricks.
At the other end of the size spectrum, the Wirtgen
Group, newly acquired by John Deere, gave pride of
place to two large crushers, which the company says
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are proving to be very popular with UK demolition
contractors. The Kleeman EVO2 impact crusher is
now being used by AR Demolition and Thames Water
amongst others, being designed to produce a superior
end quality product, and has proved to be the ideal
solution for inner city demolition work due to its high
fuel economy and low emissions. Sandvik Mining and
Rock Technology exhibited its QE441 scalper screen
and the QJ341 tracked jaw crusher, providing a focus
for the demolition industry. Amongst the purpose
developed features are a Volvo engine providing low
fuel consumption and quieter operation, enabling it to
be used in London and other inner city developments.

Leading excavator manufacturers
Many of the world’s leading excavator manufacturers
and their dealers showed their specialized demolition
equipment. Komatsu was represented by its UK
distributor Construction Plant and Machinery Sales
showing Liu Gong and Dressta equipment. Finning
UK, the world's largest Caterpillar dealer, was also

represented, as were JCB and Hitachi amongst others.
Many of the excavators were equipped with specialized demolition attachments including one large
Rammer hammer.

Other exhibits
There were also interesting developments from a variety
of manufacturers covering other ranges of equipment.
Husqvarna exhibited and demonstrated its wall wire saw,
complete with chainsaw attachment as well as its Prime
high frequency range. Britannia Cutting Services focused
on its specialist services including diamond drilling, diamond wire sawing and concrete crunching. Kinshofer
products included selector grabs, clamshells brick grabs,
earth drill and augers, whereas Cabcare provided a cross
section of its vandal and demolition guards. Wirtgen also
exhibited three of its Hamm rollers alongside its crushers.

Live demonstrations
As well as a cross section of companies in the show
ground, exhibits of all shapes and sizes were put through

Your Attachment Supplier

What makes Rotar unique
At Rotar we believe that people and machines can operate more efficiently. From this philosophy, we develop
state-of-the-art demolition- and recycling attachments for hydraulic excavators and wheelloaders. Rotar is a
manufacturer, which means that we are responsible for the development and production of our products
ourselves. That is the only way to guarantee the well-known efficiency, quality and productivity of Rotar
attachments.
Our employees treat your Rotar attachments as if it were their own. Our craftsmen always aim to develop the
best products. That is why we are in constant communication with our customers and dealers, and we often
develop products based on their experiences, suggestions and ideas. Once your attachment leaves the Rotar
Factory, it bears our name. A name that represents a product with unique performance, produced by a
unique team. Uniquely for you.

Discover our products
at www.rotar.com

GET THE RED CRUSH!

their paces at the demonstration area. Amongst these
included ECY Haulmark, which demonstrated a Kiesel
KLS400 T.A.B. fitted with the OilQuick automatic
quick coupler system. The company showed the ease of
attachment changeover in just 15s. Likewise, Worsley
Plant demonstrated the Lehnhoff Variolock Quickcoupler system for hydraulic attachments.

Much to see in the pavilion
As well as the items displayed on the show ground and
demonstration area, many solutions and services were
also represented in the pavilion. This provided demolition companies and contractors an overview of what
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consultancy and associated services are currently available.
The Drilling and Sawing Association was well represented
promoting the work of professional drilling and sawing
contractors by highlighting the main advantages of cutting
concrete with diamond tools. Waste management company
eSynergy highlighted its specialist services in the treatment
and recycling of waste electrical and electronic equipment.
Swanton Consulting provided an overview of its
detailed testing, inspection and verification of materials and installations services. Erith Training Services
showed how it is able to provide a qualitative economic
and cost effective service, based on an understanding of
its clients’ needs. Indeco Consulting and the Number

8 Group outlined their management and recruitment
consultancy services respectively.

A niche show for a specialize market
Perhaps as a show Demo Expo is not as all encompassing as the recently held Plantworx. The concentrated
offering at the show is specifically targeted at the requirements of demolition companies. This means that Demo
Expo enables visitors to cover in detail all the exhibits,
thereby gaining exposure to what is on offer, and able to
view at first-hand how technology is facilitating change
to improve the services contractors and demolition
specialists are able to provide.

Klindex is the choice of top flooring professionals.
Floor grinders • Dust extractors • Diamond tools • Burnishing machines • Chemicals • Floor Solutions
www.klindex-america.com | www.klindex.com
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ECOMONDO/KEY ENERGY:
the green technologies Expo

Ecomondo/Key Energy, to be held at the Rimini Expo
Centre on 7 to 10 November 2017 and organised
the Italian Exhibition Group, is the first European
exhibition on circular economy with more than 1,200
companies exhibiting their products and processes and
105,000 delegates from more than 40 countries.
It will enable players to take part in the challenges
and opportunities of the new era for sustainable global
development, with a format that brings together the
sectors of circular economy from material and energy
recovery to waste management and exploitation.
This edition will present different highlights. These
will include an analysis of the growth and opportunities

Positive first Intermat Asean exhibition
The first edition of the Southeast Asian trade show for
construction and infrastructure, Intermat Asean, ended on
a positive note on 10 June at the Impact Exhibition and
Convention Centre in Bangkok, Thailand.
Over 300 exhibiting brands and companies, including
Case Construction Equipment, Manitou Group, JCB and
XCMG, presented their latest machinery and equipment
to 4,680 visitors from 43 countries. About 20% of the
visitors were from countries outside Thailand, including
China, Cambodia, India, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Myanmar,
Singapore and Vietnam.
“This new exhibition delivered the possibility for us to
demonstrate a wide range of our machinery, as well as to show
customers our latest innovative operating technologies, across
many industry sectors. Case is delighted to have played such
a central role in establishing this important new exhibition, as
the leading sponsor of the event,” said Case South East Asia,
Pakistan and Japan business director Alvin Lim.
“We’re very heartened to generate such support for the
first edition of Intermat Asean. Above all, what is most fulfilling for us is the general sense that our event has facilitated
business, and therefore met the industry’s needs in Southeast
Asia,” said co-organisers Impact Exhibition Management
general manager Loy Joon How and Comexposium group
construction business unit director Isabelle Alfano.

of the bio-based industry market, taking biomethane as
a point of transition between renewable and traditional
energy, and a focus on the systems and solutions for preventing hydrogeological risk and major climate-related
risks, flooding and coastal erosion.
Special focus will be on equipment and technologies
for the selection and recovery of ferrous and non-ferrous
scrap and its preparation for sale, the treatment of special
and hazardous waste, the recovery and treatment of
WEEE. Space will be dedicated to the major technological innovations, latest patents and new products of solid
and liquid waste collection and removal vehicles and vehicles for road and industrial cleaning and maintenance.

There will be a comprehensive range of technological solutions for the management and exploitation of
waste flows. These will focus on the use of resources and
secondary raw materials, innovative systems for recycling
and exploiting all types of waste, advanced separated
waste collection systems, wood, plastics and liquid waste.
Italy is among the leading countries in Europe in
the green and circular economy, in particular in energy
efficiency, waste recycling and resource productivity. For
this reason, Ecomondo/Key Energy will be a reference
where all the leading companies of the sector can meet
and discover the trends, innovations and new technologies and exchange views with professionals.

MESSE MÜNCHEN

EXPANDS IN BRAZIL
Messe München is further expanding its international operations and formed a Iong-term partnership with the Brazilian Association of Technology
for Construction and Mining, Sobratema. MM will
also be a partner of M&T Expo, the second-largest
trade fair in South America. “Cooperation with this
construction machinery trade fair allows us access to
what is the most important market for us by far in
South America and strengthens our position as the
world’s leading organizer of construction machinery
trade fair,” said MM chairman and chief executive
Klaus Dittrich.
This step also signals MM’s intention to further
expand the Bauma network in South America. MM
will be the partner of the Sᾶo Paulo based Sobratema
Association in the form of a 30-year cooperation
agreement. The Sobratema Association has around
780 members made up of manufacturers, retailers,
lessors and users.
For its new cooperation MM is founding a sepa-

rate subsidiary, Messe München do Brasil Feiras. The
first joint M&T Expo will take place in 2018 and
be supported by the bauma team. “Commitment in
Brazil is a key element in implementing both our
Messe München overseas strategy and the industryspecific Bauma cluster strategy,” said managing director Stefan Rummel. “Messe München is thus now
represented in all the strategically important markets
of the world in the construction machinery sector.”
Brazil is one of the top 10 global economies and
covers more than 50 percent of the South American
market for construction machinery.
The Bauma cluster currently comprises the five
trade fairs of Bauma in Munich, Bauma China,
Bauma Conexpo India, Bauma Conexpo Africa and
CTT in Moscow. “Through our new location in
Brazil, we are also further developing our world trade
fairs at the Munich location. Bauma in Munich, in
particular, will benefit from the new international
network,” said Dittrich.
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Trevi Benne

celebrates

25 YEARS

Five years ago PDi reported on Trevi Benne’s 20th anniversary celebration.
This summer the company reached 25 years with an even bigger event gathering
over 1,500 people at their premises in Noventa Vicentina, Italy.
PDi editor in chief Jan Hermansson reports.
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Noventa Vicentina deputy mayor Mattia Veronese cutting the ribbon of the
new extension of the factory.

On 15 July Trevi Benne held a spectacular 25th anniversary event for over 1,500 people at their premises.
Guests included employees, clients, dealers, suppliers
and industry partners with their families. Dominant
were the Italian clients, but hundreds more came from
neighbouring European countries as well Asia, Australia,
Africa, South and North America.

Founders and owners of Trevi Benne Spa,
the siblings Lucia and Luca Vaccaro.

Opening ceremony
It was close to the day 25 years ago that Lucia and Luca
Vaccaro founded Trevi Benne on 7 July 1992. Since then
over 5,000 excavation buckets have been made together
with numerous demolition and recycling attachments.
Currently Trevi Benne is one of the world’s strongest
demolition brands and its products are well known in
every continent.
There was something for everybody at the party,
including different foods, such as Italian deli, paella
and a Brazilian barbeque and copious amounts of local
soave wine.
A large playground was available for the children and
music entertainment by a cover band later in the evening.
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From the left, Trevi Benne general manager
Michele Botton, Trevi Benne founder and owners
Lucia Vaccaro and Luca Vaccaro and Flavio Lorenzin, president of Apindustria Confimi Vicenza.

Trevi Benne marketing manager Christian Tadiotto
were head of organising the party and thanked all the
guest participation in the end of the party.

The festivities started with an opening ceremony attended by the management of Trevi Benne and representatives from the local authorities in Noventa Vicentina.
Trevi Benne general manager Michele Botton
opened with a welcoming address followed by Noventa
Vicentina deputy mayor Mattia Veronese. He was followed by an address from Flavio Lorenzin, president
of Apindustria Confimi Vicenza, the association for
small and medium sized industries of the province of
Vicenza. Dr Lara Mussolin concluded the talks. She
is a local biologist in the area and well known for here
studies in oncology disciplines from the evolutionary
age. Mussolin has written over 30 scientific articles on
the subject for various international journals.
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Inauguration and awards
After the speeches the celebrations started with a ceremony
for the inauguration of the new 900m2 production section of
the factory incorporating three cranes and ten workstations.
The evening continued with the Well Done in Italy Award.
The Italian business association Well Done in Italy decided
in May to give the 2018 to Luca Vaccaro and Trevi Benne for
outstanding work to support the region with the recognition:
For their audacity, innovation and profuse attention in these
25 years, first of all to their workers, to the product, thereby
creating opportunities for development in the territory.
Luca Vaccaro was honoured with the award Ambassador of Well Done in Italy 2018. This was for believing
in his own instinct, pursuing a business idea of the future,

and drawing out the strength of a group from individual
professionals working together. This part of the proceedings ended with a speech from Luca Vaccaro thanking
everybody for attending and the receipt of the awards.
The celebrations continued with a buffet dinner and
entertainment from the band O.I & B and singer and
songwriter Zucchero. The day concluded with a huge
cake and spectacular firework display.
Head of organizing this spectacular 25 year anniversary party were Christian Tadiotto, Marketing Manager
at Trevi Benne. Christian made as usual an incredible
work. As organiser Christian would like to direct a big
thank you to all participant at the party.

www.trevibenne.com

Hydraram develops and produces over more than 20 years attachments for
use in demolition-, recycling- and forestry industry.
We supply a complete line of hydraulic attachments for
each excavator from 1 to 200 tons.
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Verband der Baubranche,
Umwelt- und Maschinentechnik e.V.
FORUM FÜR BAUFACHLEUTE
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CONTROLLED DEMOLITION

OF A 250M CHIMNEY IN SIBERIA
At the end of 2016, Tyrolean abrasives
manufacturer Tyrolit worked with its customer Aktivmontage in St. Petersburg,
Russia, to reduce a 250m tall chimney of
a hydroelectric power station in Sayansk,
Siberia down to a height of 150m. The
chimney was near a residential area and
controlled dismantling was the only
option.
Aktivmontage, with its experience
of using Tyrolit equipment, faced several
challenges, including gaining access at
height, working in tight conditions, and
cutting through 200mm to 500mm thick
reinforced concrete. The condition of the
chimney meant that it was not possible to
use wall saws. The working height inside
the chimney also made the project special,
due to the need to guarantee the safety of
the workers and machinery at all times.
Working in Siberian winter the operatives encountered temperatures down
to -25° Celsius, and needed to ensure the
water supply for the machinery and tool
did not freeze. Equally challenging was
securing the individual concrete blocks,
each weighing around 2t, for removal
and lowering to the ground using cables.
Aktivmontage called Tyrolit who
recommended the hydraulic wire saw

system SK-SD and the diamond wire
DWM***-C with a diameter of 10.2mm
and 46 beads/m for concrete. The system
is easy to dismantle for moving and
transferring to a height of 250m and is
compact and lightweight.
The Aktivmontage team spent over
two months preparing for construction
of the steel scaffold inside the chimney
and commissioning the integrated lift.
The plan was to remove the chimney
block by block from the top down. The
chimney wall got thicker towards the
bottom, so blocks of concrete up to
500mm thick had to be cut through.
The robust and compact Tyrolit wire
saw system SK-SD was easy to handle
in a very confined space and had to
be moved and repositioned around
150 times for each block 100m up the
chimney.
The individual concrete blocks, each
weighing 2t, were removed level by level
and lowered to the ground using a cable
on the outside of the chimney. Around
800m of diamond wire were used on
the project. Tyrolit was also prepared for
on-site emergencies and stored all necessary spare parts in a nearby warehouse in
case of repairs.

THE UNIQUE
SOLUTION FOR
ANCHOR AND REBAR
APPLICATIONS
Hilti DD 30-W diamond
drilling system

The new Hilti DD 30-W drilling system for wet core drilling not only cuts through rebar with speed and ease, it
also lets you drill with exceptional accuracy even in brittle materials that would suffer damage from hammer
drilling – letting you work virtually noiselessly in situations where loud hammer drilling may be an issue.

Find out more: www.hilti.group
Hilti Corporation | 9494 Schaan | Liechtenstein

TOOLS TOUGHER
THAN ANY JOB.

EZ PREP 0

EZ PREP S1

EZ PREP M1

EZ PREP H1

EZ T-REX®
CLASSIC

EZ T-REX®
SUPER II

EZ T-REX®
DOME

HTC SUPERPREP
SERIES THE TOUGHEST.

EZ T-REX®
SUPER RINGS

HTC RAVAGER

Good results require good preparation.
This is especially important when working with concrete ﬂoors.
Some jobs are more demanding than others and a ﬂoor grinding
pro knows what will make the difference. We do too.
We proudly present HTC SUPERPREP-series.

htc-ﬂoorsystems.com

